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Abstract
This thesis presents a study of the tunneling current between chiral Luttinger liq-
uids, which are physically realizable on the edges of fractional quantum Hall (FQH)
states. The work focuses on both the tunneling conductance and the noise spectrum
of the tunneling current, which can be used as probes of the strongly correlated chiral
Luttinger liquid states.
The electron and quasiparticle propagators in chiral Luttinger liquids have anoma-
lous exponents g, which are quantum numbers associated with the bulk FQH state.
These anomalous exponents in the propagators are responsible for the characteris-
tic nonlinear dependence of the tunneling current on the applied voltage and on the
temperature. The tunneling current scales with the applied voltage as It oc V2g- 1
at zero temperature, and the linear conductance a scales with the temperature as
a o T2(g-l)
The noise spectrum of the tunneling current contains interesting features that come
from the strongly correlated properties of chiral Luttinger liquids, such as fractional
charge and statistics. In this thesis, a framework for the study of equilibrium and
non-equilibrium noise in these systems is introduced. A Coulomb gas expansion of
tunneling events on a Keldysh contour is developed. The charges tend to reorganize
in a dipole gas, which provides a unified description of the low and high frequency
noise: correlations between different dipoles define the structure of the noise near zero
frequency, whereas correlations between the two charges within the dipole should con-
tribute to the noise near the "Josephson" frequency wj = e*V/h. This interpretation
is justified using formal diagrammatic techniques, and, for integer g, exact answers
for the form of the singularity in the equilibrium case are obtained.
For electron tunneling, an algebraic singularity at the electron frequency Wj = eV/h
is present to all orders in perturbation theory. For quasiparticle tunneling, to lowest
order in perturbation theory, the singularity is located at the frequency Wj = e*V/h.
The two cases are related by a strong-weak coupling duality, so that one must find
the mechanism through which the singularity moves from the quasiparticle frequency
to the electron frequency. These matters are resolved in this thesis, where it is shown
non-perturbatively for an exactly solvable case that the singularity at the quasiparticle
frequency exists only in the limit of zero quasiparticle tunneling, whereas the electron
singularity is present for all coupling. The structure near the quasiparticle frequency is
no longer singular; the original singularity is smeared over a finite width controlled by
the coupling strength. Finite quasiparticle tunneling destroys the perfectly quantized
Hall conductance, so that this mechanism suggests that the quasiparticle singularity in
the noise spectrum is destroyed concomitantly with the quantized conductance. The
smearing of the quasiparticle singularity in the noise spectrum can be interpreted as
the acquisition by the quasiparticle of a finite life-time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
One of the many great successes of Physics this century is the application of Quantum
Mechanics to the study of solids. The interest in the study of properties such as
electrical and thermal conductance in metals gave birth to Solid State Physics. The
importance of the underlying crystalline order in solids was understood, and then
the study of the effects of the periodic potential due to the lattice structure on the
electronic motion led to band structure theory. Knowing how the different electronic
bands are occupied, one can identify whether a certain solid is a metal, an insulator,
or a semiconductor. Applications of Solid State Physics came fast and far reaching,
and, unquestionably, one can safely assert that its development is responsible for
much of the technological progress in this century.
Together with the many answers provided by the theory of solids, many questions
have also arisen. One of the deepest inquires has been on the effects of the interaction
between electrons. The answers provided by band theory assumed independent or
non-interacting electrons, i.e., electrons only interact with the underlying periodic
potential of the crystal lattice, but not among themselves. Still, the independent
electron approximation seemed to give very good answers. The question was then
how come the electronic interaction, which was not weak, could be neglected for most
purposes.
A partial answer to the interacting electron problem came from the idea of screen-
ing; charge is redistributed so as to suppress the long range repulsion between two
electrons. A better handle to the problem has come from Landau's theory of a Fermi
Liquid, which takes as a starting point the free electron system: the spectrum of the
interacting system flows adiabatically from the non-interacting system as the interac-
tion strength is increased. Much has been construct over the seminal idea of Landau,
and a great deal of progress has been made in terms of quantifying the Fermi liquid
picture. Although Fermi liquid theory is 50 years old, it is still an open field, as a
fully satisfying quantitative account of it has not yet been attained.
Maybe an even more interesting question than when Fermi liquid theory is ap-
plicable is when it is not. Several electronic systems present physical phenomena
that cannot be understood in terms of the single particle behavior of non-interacting
electrons. In this case, the underlying theory describing the interesting physics is
in the strong coupling regime, and the physical properties are truly many body in
nature. It is in this category, the so called non-Fermi liquids, that we find physical
systems displaying striking properties such as superconductivity and the fractionally
quantized Hall effect.
1.2 Luttinger liquids
Non-Fermi liquid behavior has been theoretically known to occur in one-dimensional
(1D) systems, where the scattering processes due to the particle interactions destroy
the Fermi singularity. The reduced dimensionality plays an essential role for non-
Fermi liquid behavior. The ground state of the interacting system is a strongly
correlated state. The description of the low energy excitations of the 1D system is
termed Luttinger liquid, a concept introduced by Haldane [1] after the exactly solvable
Luttinger model [2, 3].
The basis of the Luttinger liquid model is that the elementary excitation spectrum
of interacting electrons can be described in terms of the elementary excitation spec-
trum of non-interacting bosons. In 1D it is possible to express both the kinetic energy
and the interaction energy of fermions as quadratic terms in the fermion density, and
this is the reason why the model is exactly solvable through bosonization. Consider
the case of spinless electrons. The electron operator can be written as a sum of left
and right moving fermions:
/t(x) = e- ikIx L(x) + eikFx R(x) , (1.1)
where kF is the Fermi momentum. The kinetic energy, or the free part of the Hamil-
tonian, can be written as
Ho = dx vF [v)tiox VL - RtiOX R] . (1.2)
One can study this model in terms of the density operators for right and left moving
fermions
pR,L(t, x) =: t,L(t, x + E) 4R,L(t, x - 6) " (1.3)
The definition above is a careful one, with the normal ordering and the introduction
of point splitting. The densities satisfy the following (Kac-Moody) algebra:
[PR,L(tX) , pR,L(t,y)] = T 6'(x - y) (1.4)27r
[PR(t, X) , pL(t,y)] = 0
The free part of the Hamiltonian can be rewritten in terms of the current operators
as
Ho = lv F dx (p + p ), (1.5)
which is quadratic in the currents. The electron operators can be also written in
terms of the density operators as PR,L = 7 : e±iORL :, where 7 is a cut-off depen-
dent constant, and the fields qR,L are related to PR,L by PR,L = g-1a- R,L. One
can verify that the above definition is consistent with a charge 1 fermion, i.e., that
[pR,L(t, x) , 'JL(t, y)] = tR,L(t, y) 5(x - y). The correlation function for the bosonic
fields is obtained from the Hamiltonian and the commutation relations:
(R,L (t, X) OR,L (0, 0)) = ln(x F VFt), (1.6)
and one can then calculate the correlations for the electron operators
(VR,L(t, X)R,L (0, 0)) = (x T Vpt)-1 . (1.7)
Adding an interaction is simple, since the Hamiltonian will remain quadratic in
the densities. Consider, for example, a short range interaction V(x) = A6(x). The
Hamiltonian becomes
H= dx [(rVF+ A) (pL + p2 ) +2ApL PR] , (1.8)
and can be diagonalized by the transformation
PR,L = cosh(O) PR,L + sinh(O) PL,n , (1.9)
with sinh(O) = A/(7rVF + A). The diagonal Hamiltonian is
H-= fdxFI dx ( + p ) , (1.10)
where the renormalized Fermi velocity is D = (vF + A/ir)sech(20). The densities
PR,L so defined satisfy the same commutation relations as in Eq.(1.4). The electron
operator can be expressed in terms of the rotated fields as
?gRL "= : e±i[cosh(0)OR,L-sinh(0)OL,R], (1.11)
and the correlation functions are now given by
(1.12)(')R,L (t, x)4)R,L (0, 0)) = (x F Vt)(X2 - f2 t2 )a
where a = sinh 2 (0). Notice that the effect of the interactions is to mix left and
right moving excitations, and that the electron correlations have now an anomalous
exponent which depends on the interaction. This anomalous exponent is a signature
of the Luttinger model with short range interactions.
A very important point to be made is that the most difficult step in the solution
of the Luttinger model is not the inclusion of the interactions, which are obviously
quadratic in the densities. It is indeed the fact that the kinetic energy of the fermions
can be written as quadratic in the densities that is most notable. The linear disper-
sion for the fermions is necessary for the exactly solvability of the model. Haldane
has shown that the low-energy structure of the the Luttinger model is preserved
in the presence of a nonlinear fermion dispersion. In an analogy with Fermi liquid
theory, where the structure of the low-lying excitations is preserved in the presence
of interactions, the one-dimensional strongly correlated state was named Luttinger
liquid.
Although the Luttinger liquid model is theoretically well understood, experimental
realizations of 1D models that show Luttinger liquid behavior are extremely hard to
obtain. The difficulty lies in that in 1D even the smallest amount of impurities are
enough to cause localization of states, such that 1D wires will be insulators and not
metallic as suggested by the Luttinger liquid state.
1.3 Chiral Luttinger liquids
One way to circumvent the problem of localization is to consider chiral systems,
where the left and right moving excitations are separated, so that backscattering is
suppressed. Such chiral Luttinger liquids exist on the edges or boundaries of quantum
Hall (QH) fluids. The presence of the magnetic field causes excitations to move in
a certain orientation set by the direction of the field, so that left and right moving
excitations are spatially separated by the incompressible quantum Hall liquid, as
shown in Figure 1-1.
That the edge excitations in the quantum Hall effect (QHE) are described by a
RB L
Figure 1-1: Chiral Luttinger liquids exist on the edges of quantum Hall fluids. The
left and right moving excitations are separated by the quantum Hall liquid (shaded
area), so that backscattering is suppressed. In a semi-classical picture, the direction
for the motion of the excitations on a given edge can be determined by the x
drift of the charge carriers, where the electric field results from the confining potential
on the boundaries of the quantum Hall liquid.
chiral Luttinger liquid theory was shown by Wen [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The fact that bulk
excitations of quantum Hall states have a finite energy gap is fundamental in the
derivation of the low energy effective theory for the gapless edge excitations. For a
thoroughly, clear and enlightening review, the reader is suggested to see Ref. [9]. We
briefly review here the description of the edge excitations of fractional quantum Hall
(FQH) states using bosonization.
The right and left moving excitations along the edges can be described by boson
fields qR,L. Right and left moving electron and quasiparticle operators on the edges
of a FQH liquid can be written as JR,L (t, x) oc emiv9R,L(tx) , where g is related to the
FQH bulk state. For example, for a Laughlin state with filling fraction v = 1/m we
have g = m for electrons and g = 1/m for quasiparticles carrying fractional charge
e/m. The OR,L fields satisfy the equal-time commutation relations
[OR,L(t, X) , OR,L(t, y)] = +itr sign(x - y) . (1.13)
The dynamics of qR,L is described by
1
-R,L = 4• • 4 R,L (±Or - Vx)9R,L , (1.14)47
where v is the velocity of edge excitations (which we will set to 1). Density operators
can be defined in terms of the OR,L through PR,L = 4qR,L. Here, for convenience,
we have set the unit charge in the definition of the density to be the electron charge
e, so that e = 1 and e* = v. One can verify that
[PR,L(t,x) , T'R,L(t,y)] = tR,L(t,y)6(x - y) , (1.15)
so that indeed the cases g = v-1 and g = v correspond to electron and quasiparticle
charged operators, respectively.
The description above can be generalized for hierarchical FQH states more com-
plex than the simple Laughlin states. The generalization involves several branches of
edge excitations, and is described in terms of a K-matrix as in Ref. [9].
Chiral Luttinger liquids, which do not suffer from the problem of localization,
provides us with the experimentally realizable test of a theoretically well understood
model of a strongly correlated system where the Fermi liquid picture breaks down.
In order to probe the Luttinger liquid behavior of the edge states of FQH liquids,
one must study the manifestations of the strong correlations in experiments. The
Luttinger liquid behavior appears in transport measurements, such as the tunneling
current between edge states. Deeper information is contained in the noise spectrum,
which probes dynamical correlations. This Thesis contains such studies of transport
and noise in chiral Luttinger liquids.
1.4 Thesis organization
In Chapter 2, the problem of tunneling in chiral Luttinger liquids is stated using the
language of bosonization. The effective Hamiltonian describing a chiral Luttinger
liquid is modified in the presence of tunneling by the introduction of the a tunneling
operator that moves charge from one edge to the other. The coupling constant of
the tunneling operator (tunneling amplitude) can be varied experimentally. The
tunneling current is calculated perturbatively to lowest order. Characteristic features
of Luttinger liquid behavior, such as a nonlinear dependence of the current on the
applied voltage and on the temperature, appear even at lowest order.
The study of noise in chiral Luttinger liquids is introduced in Chapter 3. Noise
is studied first to lowest order in perturbation theory. A systematic perturbative ex-
pansion is obtained by mapping the distribution of tunneling events into a Coulomb
gas in a one-dimensional contour. In order to study noise out of thermodynamical
equilibrium, we must deal with a field theoretical approach that is able to incorporate
non-equilibrium phenomena. One approach is the Keldysh non-equilibrium formal-
ism, which is rederived in the context of the Coulomb gas expansion for tunneling
events.
The charges in the Coulomb gas tend to reorganize as a dipole gas, which can be
used to describe the tunneling statistics. The dipole-gas picture allows us to have a
unified description of the low frequency shot noise and the high frequency "Josephson"
noise. The correlation between the charges within a dipole (intra-dipole) contributes
to the high-frequency "Josephson" noise, which has an algebraic singularity at w =
e*V/h, whereas the correlations between dipoles (inter-dipole) are responsible for
the low-frequency noise. We show that an independent or non-interacting dipole
approximation gives a Poisson distribution for the locations of the dipole centers
of mass, which gives a flat noise spectrum at low-frequencies and corresponds to
uncorrelated shot noise. Including inter-dipole interactions gives an additional 1/t2
correlation between the tunneling events that results in a jwl singularity in the noise
spectrum. We present a diagrammatic technique to calculate the correlations in
perturbation theory, and show that contributions from terms of order higher than
the dipole-dipole interaction should only affect the strength of the IwI singularity,
but its form should remain - jwl to all orders in perturbation theory. A counting
argument also suggests that an algebraic singularity at wj should remain to all orders
in perturbation theory in the case when the tunneling particles are electrons.
Chapter 4 presents the study of non-equilibrium noise in Chiral Luttinger Liquids
using the Landauer-Buttiker Scattering approach, obtaining the current and voltage
noise spectrum for a four-terminal measurement scheme. Experimental consequences
of the tunneling of charges are present in the four-terminal measurement of both
the low-frequency shot noise (w near 0), and the high-frequency Josephson noise (w
near wj = e*V/h). Within perturbation theory, an algebraic singularity is present
at the Josephson frequency wj = e*V/h, whose position depends on the charge e*
of the tunneling particles, either electrons or fractionally charged quasiparticles. In
the case of electron tunneling (e* = e) the singularity remains to all orders in per-
turbation theory, as found in Chapter 3. The electron and quasiparticle types of
tunneling are related by a strong-weak coupling duality transformation. We show
in a non-perturbative calculation for an exactly solvable point that the singularity
at the quasiparticle frequency exists only in the limit of vanishing coupling, whereas
the singularity at the electron frequency is present for all coupling strengths. The
vanishing coupling limit corresponds to perfectly quantized Hall conductance in the
case of quasiparticle tunneling between edge states in the fractional quantum Hall
regime, and thus tunneling destroys the singularity at the quasiparticle frequency
concomitantly with the quantized current.
Chapter 2
Transport Properties of Chiral
Luttinger Liquids
2.1 Introduction
Tunneling and resonant tunneling in mesoscopic systems have been actively studied
recently both experimentally and theoretically [10]. Many studies concentrate on
interaction effects inside the tunneling junction [11, 12]. In this chapter we will study
the tunneling current between the edges of a Hall bar in the fractional quantum Hall
(FQH) regime. We will focus not so much on the tunneling junction, but instead
on the "leads", i.e., the strongly correlated chiral Luttinger liquid edges of the FQH
state. The correlation effects appear on the tunneling current in the form of a non-
linear dependence on the applied voltage and temperature. The tunneling current is
thus a probe to observe the non-Fermi liquid behavior of the edges of FQH states.
There are two distinct geometries in which tunneling can take place between the
edges of a Hall bar in the QH regime, as shown in Figure 2-1. The configurations can
be accessed experimentally using metallic gates placed on top of the 2-D electron gas.
Applying a negative gate voltage VG depletes the electron concentration underneath
the gate, causing the two branches of edge states to get closer, and thus enhancing
the tunneling between the channels (see Fig. 2-la). Because in this configuration
both edges form the boundary of the same QH liquid, there can be either electron or
quasiparticle (carrying fractional charge) tunneling. By applying a sufficiently large
VG, one can obtain the situation in Fig. 2-1b, where the edges form the boundaries
of two disconnected QH liquids, and thus only electrons can tunnel from one edge to
the other. These two distinct situations can be studied in a very similar way, which
we explore below.
2.2 Tunneling in 1-D Luttinger Liquids
The low energy excitations of chiral Luttinger liquids is better described in the lan-
guage of bosonization, as presented in Chapter 1. As shown there, right and left mov-
ing electron and quasiparticle operators can be written as 'R,L(X, t) =: e+iv4>R,L(x, :,
where g is related to the FQH bulk state. For a Laughlin state with filling fraction
v = 1/m, for example, g = m for electrons and g = 1/m for quasiparticles carrying
fractional charge e/m. The dynamics of OR,L is described by
1
R,L = -•± OR,L (+±1 - VO)q)R,L, (2.1)47r
and the bosonic OR,L fields satisfy the equal-time commutation relations
[qR,L(t, x) , R,Ln(t, y)] = +iir sgn(x - y) . (2.2)
The tunneling operators from right to left moving branches and vice-versa can
be written as '4LR and t ngRL. Thus we can write, in terms of q = OR + eL, the
following total Lagrangian density:
1
-= [(0 tO) 2 -v 2 (0o)2] - 6 (x) eiv/9 (t,O) + H.c. , (2.3)87
with ¢ satisfying [¢(t, x), it¢(t, y)] = 4iri(x -y). In the following we will set the edge
velocity v = 1. The tunneling operator ei2v(t,o) has an anomalous dimension which
we will absorb in the definition of F. This redefinition can be viewed as multiplying
F by powers of a cutoff obtained from self-interactions of the eivg(t ',o).
(a)
(b)
Figure 2-1: Geometries for tunneling between edge states. By adjusting the gate
voltage VG one can obtain either a simply connected QH droplet (a), or two discon-
nected QH droplets (b). For the geometry in (a) both electrons and quasiparticles
(carrying fractional charge) can tunnel from one edge to the other, whereas for the
tunneling geometry in (b) only electrons can tunnel. The Luttinger liquid behavior
is characterized by the exponent g = v in (a), and g = v - 1 in (b). The tunneling
current It depends on the applied voltage between the right and left edges, and by
increasing this voltage one can also cross over from the geometry (b) to the geometry
(a).-
A voltage difference between the two edges of the QH liquid can be easily intro-
duced in the model by letting F -+ Fe- iwot, where wo = wj = e*V/h, with e* = e for
electron tunneling and e* = e/m for quasiparticle tunneling.
Notice that in order to obtain the coupling term we assume that we only have
contributions from x = 0 for the tunneling operators. This is the case when the width
of the barrier is narrow. Also, if the barrier is narrow, the time spent in the tunneling
is small compared to the spacing between tunneling events. Indeed, in this case we
can speak of tunneling events that occur at rather well defined time coordinates.
Using this model, the average tunneling current through a barrier in a one dimen-
sional channel and between edge states in the FQH regime was calculated [13, 14,
15, 16]. The current has a nonlinear dependence on the applied voltage between the
terminals, with the power dependence on the voltage intimately related to the ex-
ponent g in the electron propagator. For non-resonant tunneling between FQH edge
states, one finds that It oc V 2g- 1 at zero temperature, and that the linear conductance
a scales with the temperature as a oc T2(g - 1) . The calculation of these results are
presented below.
2.3 Perturbative Calculation of the Current
The first step in the calculation is to obtain the tunneling current operator j(t). In
the case of tunneling between edges (such as in Figs. 2-la & 2-1b) we simply use that
j = - [NL, H] = -[NR, H] (where NR,L are the total charge operators on the R, L
edges) and the commutation relations to obtain the expression for j:
j(t) -= ie*Fei V (t,O) + H.c. . (2.4)
The next step is to calculate (j) perturbatively. Because there is a voltage differ-
ence between the R and L terminals, the system is out of thermodynamical equilib-
rium. We must then use field theoretical tools appropriate for such non-equilibrium
problem. However, non-equilibrium effects appear only to second and higher orders
in perturbation theory. We will calculate the tunneling current to first order in the
coupling F, so that we will delay our incursions into non-equilibrium field theory to
the next chapter, when we study noise.
The expectation value for the current at time t is
(j(t)) = (0OSt(t, -oo) j(t) S(t, -oo)0), (2.5)
where S(t, -oo) is the time evolution operator. To lowest order in the tunneling
perturbation Htun = Fe-iwoteiV1(t) + H.c. we have
(j(t)) = -i dt' (01[j(t), Htun(t')]10 ) . (2.6)
In the calculation of
(01j(t) Htun(t')10) = e*(01(ire-iwoteiV O(t) - ir*e••wte - '~iv (t))
x (re-iot eivg'OW) + r*eWotI'e-iv/ (t')) 10) (2.7)
the non-vanishing terms are those that transfer zero total charge when applied to 10).
We then have
(O0j(t) Htun(t')10)=
= ie* jF2 (eiwo(tt')(0Iei4I(t)e-i44(e)10) 
- eiwo(t-e)(0 Ie-i'49(t)eix-0(t') 10))
= ie*lr 2 (•-•o(t-t') _ eiwo(t-t')) eg(01(t)0'(t')10) . (2.8)
The € field correlation is (0)¢(t)¢(0)10) = -2 ln(5 + it), where 6 is an ultraviolet
cut-off scale. Using the expressions above, we can write
-i([j(t), Htun(t')]) = e*lF 12 (e-iwo(t-t') - eiwo(t-t')
x 1 ) (2.9)
I [6 + i(t - t')]2g [ + i(t' - t)]2g r
Inserting the above expression into Eq.(2.6) and performing the t' integration, we
obtain the current expectation value:
(j(t)) =e* [12C+ (wo) - C WO)] , (2.10)
where l o eiw 2w
c_(w) = dp - P  2r =W2gl-1e-jw•j 6 0(±w) . (2.11)
c (oo 6 F Tip)2g  IF(2g)
The c±(w) will appear frequently in this work.
We can obtain the finite temperature results for c± by a conformal transformation
[17]:
dp( eip 2  J -+  dp eirg sgn(p) e-'P(2.12)
0 ip)29 oo sinh(wrTp) 2g7rT
which gives
c±+(wo) = c-(-wo) (2.13)
=i(w)•0~ + 0___ [1+
= 2(rT)2g-B(g + t 2rT) cosh( wo ) [1 + tanh(o)]27rT' 27rT 2T 2T '
where B is the Beta function. Using these expressions for c+ we obtain
iwo iwo)sih(- ,(21
It = 4e*F 2(i 2 T)2g-lB(g + T' g 2 ) sinh(o) , (2.14)27xT 27xT 2T
which is the same expression found by first order perturbation theory in Ref. [13].
For T = 0, in particular, we find that It e*Fjrj 2V2g - 1. For w0o < T, we have
It ', e*Fjrj2T 2(g-1)V, so that the tunneling conductance depends nonlinearly on tem-
perature: a c T2(g-1)
The nonlinear dependence of the tunneling conductance between the edge states
is a characteristic property of (chiral) Luttinger liquids, and can be traced back
to the correlation functions of charged operators in the system. By experimentally
studying the tunneling between edge states in the FQH regime using a point contact
geometry, Milliken, Umbach, and Webb [18] found this type of power law dependence
of the tunneling conductance on the temperature. Their finding is consistent with
the theoretical prediction a c T 4 for the v = 1/3 FQH state [13, 19].
The experimental confirmation of the Luttinger liquid behavior in tunneling be-
tween edge states has boosted theoretical interest in further studies of properties of
the conductance [20, 21, 22]. An exact solution for the conductance has been obtained
for the interesting and relevant case of g = 1/3 (which correspond to a v = 1/3 FQH
state) using the thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz, and an exact duality between the g
and 1/g cases has been shown [23, 24] in the context of the tunneling current, as
suggested in Ref. [25].
Signatures of Luttinger liquid behavior appear not only in transport properties,
but also in the noise spectrum, which carries a lot of information on the dynamics
of the underlying strongly correlated system. The noise spectrum can be used as a
powerful probe to study the physical properties of correlated systems, and we explore
this tool in the following chapters.
Chapter 3
Quantum Noise in Chiral Luttinger
Liquids
3.1 Introduction
The noise spectrum in a two-terminal conductor in the absence of an applied voltage
is proportional to the conductance and to the temperature. This result was found
experimentally by Johnson in 1927 [26] and explained theoretically by Nyquist in
1928 [27]. Such relation between equilibrium noise and conductance can be seen as
a consequence of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The noise in the presence of
transport (non-equilibrium noise) can also be related to transport coefficients for non-
interacting systems [28, 29], but now these transport coefficients, in the most general
case, cannot be determined from conductance measurements alone. For interacting
systems one should expect an even richer behavior, as new features in the noise should
appear as a consequence of correlations due to interactions. In general the shape of
the noise spectrum is determined by the dynamical properties of the system, which
contain information about the excited states. Thus the noise spectrum is a power-
ful probe which allows us to study dynamics of strongly correlated systems. In this
chapter we will study the noise spectrum in the tunneling current between (chiral)
Luttinger liquids. The noise spectrum carries rich information about dynamical prop-
erties of (chiral) Luttinger liquids, which will help us identify such strongly correlated
states in experiments.
Recent studies of noise in non-interacting systems reveal that the noise spec-
trum contain features that come from the statistics of the tunneling particles [30].
These statistics-dependent features are not contained in the DC conductance. For
Luttinger liquids, the tunneling particles sometimes carry fractional statistics and
fractional charges. It is then very interesting to study the noise spectrum for tunnel-
ing between (chiral) Luttinger liquids, especially those features that come from the
strongly correlated properties of (chiral) Luttinger liquids (such as fractional statistics
and fractional charges).
Two kinds of noise may appear in tunneling at a finite voltage V, the shot noise
and the "Josephson" noise. The shot noise can be understood from a classical picture
in which the average tunneling current is viewed as a result of many tunneling events.
A tunneling event represents a single particle (which can be an electron or a charged
quasiparticle) that tunnels through the junction. The spectrum of the shot noise is
determined by the correlations between tunneling events. In this chapter we always
assume that the tunneling time is much shorter than the average spacing between two
tunneling events. Under this approximation, we will ignore the retardation and model
the tunneling by an instantaneous tunneling operator FI' + H.c., which transfers
particles between two reservoirs. The "Josephson" noise is related to the fact that
the two systems connected by the junction have different chemical potentials. The
quantum interference between wave functions on the two sides of the junction may
cause a singularity at frequency w = e*V/h in noise spectrum (here e* is the charge
of the tunneling particle). Such features near the "Josephson" frequency wj - e*V/h
are called "Josephson" noise. In this chapter we will develop a language for non-
equilibrium noise in 1-D Luttinger liquids which covers both the shot noise and the
"Josephson" noise.
We start with the Keldysh formalism, in which the tunneling events are described
by a Coulomb gas of charges on a Keldysh contour. Under certain conditions the
charges at different branches of the contour pair into dipoles (in this case the Coulomb
gas is said to be in the dipole phase). The dipoles correspond to the tunneling
events in the shot-noise picture. The non-interacting dipole approximation leads to
a Poisson distribution for the separation of dipoles, which results in a white noise
(i.e. a frequency independent noise) at low frequencies. However, for a finite voltage
across the junction, we find that the dipoles have a non-zero dipole moment which
leads to a long range 1/t 2 interaction between dipoles. The dipole-dipole interaction
gives rise to a non-trivial distribution of the tunneling events which induces a Iwl
singularity in the low frequency noise spectrum. The dipoles have finite size and the
intra-dipole structures are found to be responsible for the high frequency "Josephson"
noise, which appear as an algebraic singularity of the form jW - wj| 2g - 1 in the noise
spectrum within perturbation theory.
The full expression for the singularity at zero frequency in the noise spectrum due
to the dipole-dipole interaction is found to be
Ss.() = 4 irg(2g - 1)2 )2 3.1)
WJ
where It is the average tunneling current and g contains information on the interac-
tions in the Luttinger liquid (or filling fraction of the FQH states, in the case of chiral
Luttinger liquids). Because of the nonlinear dependence of It on Wj [13, 14, 15, 16],
the strength of the singularity in the noise spectrum at zero frequency will also have a
non-linear dependence on wj ( (_)2 4c . The particular case of non-interacting
electrons can be obtained with g = 1, where one recovers the Iwl singularity that ap-
pears to order D 2 in the transmission coefficient D [31]. The correlations in the case
of non-interacting electrons come from the Pauli principle, which enters very simply
in the formulation used in this chapter through the language of bosonization.
The chapter is organized as the following. In section 3.2 we calculate the noise
perturbatively. In section 3.3 we use the non-equilibrium (Keldysh) scattering oper-
ator as a means to obtain a joint probability distribution for tunneling events. The
tunneling events can be mapped into charges of a Coulomb gas, which tend to reor-
ganize as a dipole gas. A non-interacting dipole approximation leads to uncorrelated
noise. Dipole-dipole interactions and correlations will be discussed in section 3.4,
which lead to an IwI singularity in the low frequency noise spectrum. In section 3.5 a
diagrammatic technique is presented that accounts for the correlations in a systematic
way. We show the existence of the Iwi singularity at zero frequency to all orders in
perturbation theory. A counting argument also suggests that the leading singularity
at wj should remain of the form 1w - wj 2g- 1 to all orders in perturbation theory for
g> 1.
3.2 Perturbative Calculation
We have shown in Chapter 2 that the tunneling current operator is given by j(t) =
ie*FIeiv`O(t,O) + H.c. . The noise spectrum can be obtained by calculating two-point
correlations involving the operator j(t). The dynamics of the € field is governed by
the total Lagrangian density
-= [(a -)2  ( 0x) 2 - i6(x) etV0(t,O) + H.c. , (3.2)
with € satisfying [¢(t, x), ato(t, y)] = 47riJ(x - y) (see Chapter 2).
Notice that, as the problem under consideration is intrinsically non-equilibrium,
one should use the Keldysh (or non-equilibrium) formalism [32] in computing ex-
pectation values of operators. This is the case here, where if we treat the coupling
term perturbatively and introduce an adiabatic turning on and off of the interac-
tion, the state at t = -cc differs from the one at t = cc; the charge transfer in one
direction due to the applied voltage clearly makes the two states at ±00 different,
as the total charge in one edge branch (or reservoir) decreases whereas in the other
the total charge increases. This problem could, in principle, be circumvented by in-
cluding another term in the Hamiltonian that would close the circuit and bring the
charges that tunneled through the barrier back to the reservoirs (a "battery"). Such
a way of thought is relevant to clarify the distinction between the equilibrium and
non-equilibrium formalism, and how they can be connected in principle. However, in
practice, adding the restoring charge coupling in the Hamiltonian only would make
the problem more cumbersome and poorly defined, which makes the non-equilibrium
formalism a natural choice.
For perturbative calculations of zeroth and first order, however, there is no differ-
ence between the results for expectation values obtained with either the equilibrium
or the non-equilibrium formalism. This is the case in the calculation of the current-
current correlation, where the lowest order contribution is the zeroth order:
(j(t)j(O)) = e*2 (01 (ire-i'wOteivg(t) - iF*eiwote-~ i(t)
x (ireiv• (o) - ir*e-~iV4(o)) 10). (3.3)
The non-zero contributions come from the terms that, when applied to 10), transfer
zero total charge, so we can write
(j(t)j(0)) = e*2r (•• iwo (Olev01e (t)e)-V (o)10) + e•wot(01e-iv'(t)eiV~4(o)0)0)
= e*2•r 12 (e-iwot + ewot) oeg(O(t)(o0) . (3.4)
The 1 field correlation is (01j(t) q(0) 0) = -2 ln(6 + it), where 6 is an ultraviolet
cut-off scale. The current-current correlation is then given by
(j(t)j(0)) = *2•r 2 2cos(wot)(35)(b + it) 2g '(35
which displays clearly oscillations at frequency f = wo/2w = e*V/h. This implies that
the noise spectrum will also display structure at this frequency. The noise spectrum
is calculated from the current-current correlation:
S(w) = dt eiwt({j(t),j(0)})
- e*2 r•2 [C+(Wo + w) + C_(o + W) + C+(Wo - W) + c- (Wo - W)] , (3.6)
where
oo eiwP# 2w
c±(w) = d( jW-)p , 2 g -1•1 -•1e1w6 0(+W) (3.7)
coo (6 :F ip)2g F(2g)
as in Chapter 2. The noise spectrum to order IFI2 is then given by
2irS(w ) = 2 e*2 r12 [ _ Wo12 1 + 1W + oJ2g- 1F(2g)
= e*It [ 11 - w/wo0J 2g- 1 I+ 1 + W/WO] 2 - 1  , (3.8)
where we used the perturbative result to order I I2 for the tunneling current It =
2r e*I p2w - 1 [13].
From the expression for S(w) above we can deduce some features of the noise
to order Ir 2. First notice that for w < wo0 we obtain S(w) 2e*It, the classical
shot noise result, independent of g. Notice also the singularities at w = -wo. In
the particular case of non-interacting electrons (g = 1) we have S(w) = 2e*It for
Iwi < wo, and S(w) = 2e*It wl/wo for Iwl > w0 , which agrees, to lowest order in
the transmission coefficient D (lowest order in IF 12), with previous results for the
noise spectrum of non-interacting electrons [31]. To get the term in D 2 we need to
go beyond this zeroth order perturbation theory, as we will do later in the chapter.
The sharp edge of the noise spectrum at w = e*V/h for g = 1 finds its origin in
the Pauli principle, which is the sole factor responsible for correlations in the non-
interacting case [30]. In our model, particle statistics enter automatically in the
way we construct the electron/quasiparticle operator from the boson fields and their
commutation relations.
In the following sections we shall see how the low-frequency noise spectrum is
modified once we go beyond this perturbative calculation.
3.3 The Joint Probability Distribution
As we have previously mentioned, when the tunneling barrier is narrow so that the
time the charge spends in the tunneling process is small compared to the times be-
tween two consecutive tunnelings, one can speak of well defined tunneling events at
certain specific times. In this section we will find a joint probability distribution for
the times for these tunneling events.
The term ei70 in the Hamiltonian (where we use 7 = Fg) transfers charge from
one edge branch to the other (say, in the case of the geometry of Fig. 2-la & 2-1b,
from the R to the L edge branch). The term e- i70 does the converse (from L to
R). We will map the problem to a Coulomb gas in a 1-D space, associating a charge
+ to the term eiz7 and a charge - to e- i^/ . Let Z = (01Sc(-oo, -oo)10), where
Sc(-oo, -oo) is the scattering operator in the contour from t = -oo to t = o0, and
back to t = -oo (the Keldysh formalism contour). In terms of the usual scattering
operator S, we can write:
Z = (0S(-oo, 00) S(o00,-oo)J10)
= (O0St(oo, - c) S(oo, 00)I) ). (3.9)
In this form the contributions from the forward (t = -o -+ c00) and return (t =
00c - -o) branches are easily identified in terms of the more commonly used (equi-
librium) scattering operators. Clearly, since S is unitary, Z = 1. Now let's expand Z
perturbatively in F. We will use the scripts t and b to denote the top (or forward) and
bottom (or return) branches, and + and - to denote whether the inserted operator is
ei' () or e Hi ). Q, will denote the number of times that e ^ or e-  appear
in the top and bottom contours (see Fig. 3-1). With this notation, we can expand
the scattering operator as:
S(o,-oo) = (3.10)
i{(-ir)+ (-ir *)Q-
Qt t { tIQ
x lld4± llHdtý T (II e-iotý+e7i-Y(tt+) I eiwo4e-iz(t-)
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1
and
S(-oc, o00) = St (oo, -oo) =
(ir)Q+ (ir,)
(Q)b + b
x f d b _ dti t (J e iwote~+ t) eiwot4 -e-iw@(ty-))
k=1 1=1 k=1 1=1
where T stands for reverse time ordering. Notice that in the operator Sc(-o, -co) =
S(-co, co) S(co, -oo) the T ordering occurs to the left of the T ordering, so that we
replace both by a T, ordering operator such that times in the top branch are ordered
increasingly, times in the bottom branch are ordered decreasingly, and times in the
bottom branch are always ordered after the ones in the top branch (see Fig. 3-1).
Using T, we can write S,(-oo, -oo) as
(-ir)Q+ (-ir*)Q- (ir) (ir*)Q (3.11)
jZ Ic3.l11Q• Q t_ Q t j Qb _ / QQ~ ~ t+ Q Q- Qb bt
JJ i~o~K y4tt)JJ iwTC+ g iwyfkt~+) Te ei- 41(th×x H dr + I d t t -  dt +  dif- T I e-i or +i=1 j=1 k=1 1=1 i=1Qt._Qb Qb_\H Oit o -'fO-y(tj) 11 -W ok e ( k e oI -i ( Ij=1 k=1 l=1
In order to calculate the bracket
( 0 T e T E = + Q L _ +_ 0 ( b+ _ Q b
(OITC(ei[ Z ()- = l4(t-)+E± = ¢(tb+)-EZ- ¢(t-) 1)10) (3.12)
we use
(OTe(e~iq (t) eiq'(t')) O 0) = e- qq'(OlTc(O(t)4(t'))j0) (3.13)
and the contour-ordered two-point correlation
-21 n(6 + ijti - t2 ) , t1 and t2 in the top branch
-2 ln(6 - it1 - t2 ) , t1 and t2 in the bottom branch
(0T(()(t2))10) = -21n(6 - i(t, - t2 )) , t1 in the top, t2 in the bottom
-2 ln(6 + i(t, - t2 )) , t1 in the bottom, t2 in the top
top +- + -"
bottom +-
Figure 3-1: An insertion of an operator e+i7f(t) correspond to the insertion of a charge
+ on the contour at time t. Similarly, an insertion of an operator e- i7(t) correspond
to an insertion of a charge - at time t. The time t is ordered along the contour shown,
and there is a distinction between charges placed on the top and bottom branches.
For illustration, in the example shown we have for the number of + and - charges
in the t and b branches Qt = 3, Qt = 2, Qb = 2 and QbL -= 3. Only terms that have
zero total charge Q = Qt + Qb - Qt- Qb can give a non-zero contribution to Z.
The bracket in Eq. (3.12) contains the contributions from all pairs of charges,
which interact via a two body potential that is determined by the T, ordered two-
point correlation. The phase terms due to w0 (e- iwot for a + charge, and eiwot for a
- charge) correspond to an underlying background, which tends to polarize the gas,
leaving (in the case of positive w0 , for example) more + charges than - ones in the
top branch, and more - charges than + ones in the bottom branch. An illustrative
picture of the imbalance created by the applied voltage V (non-equilibrium) is shown
in Fig. 3-2. One can think of V as an "electric field" that polarizes the Coulomb gas,
leaving an imbalance of + and - charges in the t and b contours, which gives rise to a
net current in one direction or the other (excess of +(-) charges, or R -+ L (L -+ R)
tunneling), depending on the sign of V.
The expression for Z obtained as an expansion in r is exact so far. Also, the
map into a Coulomb gas model is now complete. An expansion similar to the one
we present here appears in the study of dissipative quantum mechanics models in a
periodic potential [33, 34]. There the charges are grouped in terms of the so called
"soujourns" and "blips". We find the idea of keeping the + and - charges more
toL _ I-
bottom - - -
Figure 3-2: The applied voltage V between the terminals or edges creates an im-
balance of charge between the top and bottom branches. Since + and - charges
correspond respectively to tunneling from R -+ L and L -+ R, an excess of charge in
the top branch correspond to net tunneling in one direction.
intuitive, as is the idea of having the non-equilibrium voltage be thought of as a
"field" that polarizes the gas and changes the densities within the t and b contours.
This language, as we will show, makes it easier for us to go beyond the independent
blip approximation, and study correlations.
We will now focus in showing how the expression for Z can be used to define a joint
probability of tunneling events. In the limit of a narrow barrier, as we pointed out
previously, one can speak of rather well defined tunneling times or tunneling events.
In this limit we can interpret the times that enter in the perturbative expansion of Z
as the times for real tunneling events, and the sums and integrations as the means
of including all tunneling histories in a partition function. Notice that it is very
important that we understand that this interpretation has a meaning only when the
tunneling barrier is narrow.
Also notice that only the tunneling times in the forward or top branch can have
a physical interpretation as a tunneling of a real charge (we only observe increasing
times, with the return branch being just a mathematical tool). The correct joint
probability distribution of tunneling events should be obtained by integrating out all
tb±'s. This is a difficult task, and we shall appeal to a more intuitive picture that will
allow us to sort out the most important contributions. This more intuitive picture
can be extracted from the Coulomb gas model depicted in Figure 3-3.
The first step we take is to recast the sum in terms of dipole configurations, as
opposed to a sum of charge configurations. The dipole is determined by a center of
V
top .L. ..L. _1_ _L
Figure 3-3: The charges that form the Coulomb gas can form a dipole phase. In this
phase, the expression for Z can be recast as a sum over dipole strengths and positions,
instead of summing over the locations of the + and - charges.
mass coordinate tc, and a dipole strength p. There are four types of dipoles, as shown
in Fig. 3-4. The type of dipole depends on which branches the + and - charges are
located at. We call a t dipole one in which both charges are in the top branch. A b
dipole is one where the charges are in the bottom branch. In a c+ the + charge is on
the top and the - on the bottom. In a c_ the converse is true, the - is on the top
and the + on the bottom. This distinction is important, as we will see it later.
For a given charge configuration labeled by {Q', Q_, Q', Qb'} we associate a
dipole configuration {nt, rib, n+, n }, where the n's are, respectively, the number of t,
b, c+, and c_ dipoles. The n's and Q's are related by:
Qt = nt + n+ Qt_ = nt + n
Q = nb + n- Qb =  nb + ±.
Rewriting Z in terms of the n's instead of the Q's becomes a simple combinatoric
task, which gives:
S +Q t ()Qb +Qb
(-t)) ((+n-x I_.T+GRA_!Z ~ Q = y QQt_ Q b! QQ
(t nb nt~l b
-
•b )
ci- CM
t -+b
Figure 3-4: The four types of dipole, classified according to the position of the + and
- charges comprising it. In the c+ dipole the + charge is on the top branch and the
- charge is on the bottom. In the c_ the - charge is on the top and the + is on
the bottom. In the t dipole both charges are on the top branch, and in the b dipole
both charges are on the bottom branch. Notice that only the c± dipoles contribute
to a net current, as they create an imbalance of charge between the top and bottom
branches. The t and b dipoles contribute to the noise, but not to the current.
= (r 2(nt nb+n++n-) x INTEGRAL (3.14)
nflnbn!n
-  
b! n! n!
where the INTEGRAL term contains the interactions between the charges integrated
over all positions. The first approximation we will make is what we will call the
"independent dipole" approximation. The attraction between opposite charges tends
to bind them together, and, if the fugacity of the gas (measured by I7l2) is small,
we can to lowest order neglect the interaction between dipoles. The only interactions
entering in the calculation of Z are the intra-dipole interactions. The INTEGRAL
term in the dipole approximation can be factored as a product of the contributions
of individual dipoles.
nb"+ n- (.5
INTEGRAL = t"t b"b c+ - (3.15)
where
S e-iwo P 00 e-WOP _00 e-wo(3.16)t= dp - b = dp ce= d .(.6t= oo 00  (6 + j 1 pl)2g b' - dp( ijpl) 2g I C= dp( 5j ip)2g
One can check that t + b = c+ + c_, so that summing over all nt and nb in Eq. (3.14)
can be shown to yield:
Z- e-Irl22 ++C-)  2+ (Il•-2C)n- (3.17)
n+,n_ n+! n-!
Let us now interpret this expression. As we mentioned above, only events occurring in
the forward or top branches can be observed. Therefore, the occurrence of a dipole of
the c+ type implies a tunneling event in one direction occurring at the vicinity of the
center of mass coordinate of the dipole. Conversely, a dipole c implies a tunneling
event in the opposite direction. The statistical distribution of these center of mass
coordinates of dipoles appears in the noise. The uncertainty of the location of the
charges comprising the dipole with respect to the dipole center of mass also contributes
to the noise; this intra-dipole contribution, however, is already partly taken care of
in the first order perturbative calculation of noise, which can be seen to be nothing
but the correlation between the position of the two charge components of a dipole.
The intra-dipole noise is in the high-frequency range, centered at w = w0 = e*V/h.
The contribution to the noise that we obtain with the Z in Eq.(3.17) is in the low-
frequency range (w < w0 ), where the positions of the charges and dipole centers are
not distinguished. The reason why we summed over the dipoles of type t and b is
that they do not contribute to the noise beyond the intra-dipole order. These types
of dipole correspond to tunneling in one direction shortly followed by tunneling in
the opposite direction, which contribute to noise in the time scale of the dipole size,
included in the intra-dipole contribution.
With the interpretation above in hand, we can use Eq. (3.17) to argue that, in
the dipole approximation, the tunneling events in either direction are independent,
with a distribution that is Poisson-like with two parameters: Ir(2c+ and I FI2c_. The
probability of tunneling in one direction in an infinitesimal time At is P+ = Ir 12 c+ At,
the probability of tunneling in the opposite direction is P_ = IFI2 c At, and the
probability of no tunneling event in this time is 1 - (P+ + P_).
This two-parameter Poisson distribution can be used to reproduce the results
obtained for the tunneling current to first order in perturbation theory. The tunneling
current is simply given by It = e*Irl2 (c+ - c_), i.e., the net rate of tunneling in one
direction. To obtain an expression for It in terms of V we need to evaluate c+ and
C_:
oo e-swoP Iw 12g1
cd(wp) = c_(-o) dp( p = 27r F(2g) 0 (wo) . (3.18)co(wo) = C((-wo) 
- ip) 2g r(2g)
We can obtain the finite temperature results for c± by a conformal transformation
[17]: 00o e-ZWOP 00 e_%WOP
oo dp (j - ip)2g -+ 4e 0 dp1 sinh(rTp) 2g '(319)
7rT
which gives
c+(wo) = c-(-wo) (3.20)
iwo tiwo o wO
= 2(7rT)2 -B(g + 2T' 2T) cosh(2-) (1 + tanh(-))
2,rT7 27rT 2T 2T
where B is the Beta function. Using these expressions for c± we obtain
two two Wo
It = 4e*jF I 2 (rT) 2g- 1 B(g + g  - ) sinh(-) , (3.21)2wT'- 2rTT 2T
which is the same expression found by first order perturbation theory in Ref. [13].
For T= 0, in particular, we find that It r e*F12 V 2 9- 1.
We now turn to the noise properties derived from this dipole approximation.
Because the distribution in this approximation is Poisson like (and therefore uncor-
related), we should expect the noise to have a flat frequency dependence, i.e., white
noise. We are left with the problem of determining the amplitude of the noise. For
this purpose, we will follow a calculation similar to one presented by Landauer [35].
Let (j2 )Af be the component of the noise power spectrum that falls in the frequency
interval Af. Let also S(f) = foe dt j(t) e- iwot• , where e is a time interval. These
quantities are related by:
(j2)Af = lim 2[S(f)12 Af. (3.22)e->oo O
The charge transferred in a small interval of time r is ±e* (with probabilities IFl2 c±T),
or 0. We can write j(t) = E, jo(t - nr) qn, with qn = +1,0. Here jo is a narrow
current pulse that fits a slot of time r (the width of the pulse should determine a
cut-off frequency above which the spectrum is no longer flat). We can then write
S(f) = dte- ' t Ejo(t - nTr) = e-' f"'qn_ du e-"•jo(u) . (3.23)
n n ny
The last integral can be approximated by the total charge that tunnels (e*), since the
pulse is narrow compared to T. We then have S(f) = e* E e-fl q,, and thus
IS(f) 12 = e*2 e-iwa i en' qn'2 q, . (3.24)
n,n/
The uncorrelated tunneling implies that (qnq2,) = (q)2 + ((q2) _ (q)2) 6n,n '. After
summing over n and n' we obtain that IS(f)12 = e*2N((q2) - (q)2), where N = E/r
is the number of time slots. Now (q) = iFr2(c+ - c-) T and (q2) = IF 12( C+ + c_) r,
and for small tunneling times compared to the time between tunneling (q) < 1, so
that we can neglect (q) 2 and obtain
(j2)Af = 2e*21r 2 (c+ + c)Af . (3.25)
We can connect the white noise amplitude to the tunneling current using Eqs. (3.20)
and (3.21), and obtain
(j2),f = 2e*It coth( W)Af. (3.26)
If we write It = GV = Gwo/e* and take the wo -+ 0 limit, we obtain (j )2 ) = 4TGA f,
which is nothing but the Johnson-Nyquist equilibrium (V = 0) result. The non-
equilibrium white noise can then be cast in a simple relation to the equilibrium
Johnson-Nyquist noise, which is
e*V e*V(j2) = ( )coth(-T--) 2) . (3.27)
The expression above for T - 0 gives (j 2 )AI = 2e*It Af, which is the classical ex-
pression for shot noise. Quantum corrections to the shot noise only come to order FI1
and higher, and thus do not appear in the independent dipole approximation (order
iFr 12 ). Also notice that the expression connecting equilibrium and non-equilibrium
noise -- coth(-j-) is universal independent of g and thus independent of interac-
tions. This is consistent with the fact that the independent dipole approximation is a
lowest order perturbative result, so that the assumptions necessary for the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem are satisfied.
The dipole approximation therefore captures the uncorrelated part of the noise.
In the next section we shall see how correlations come about.
3.4 Beyond the Independent Dipole Approxima-
tion
In this section we shall improve the dipole approximation. We have seen that the
location of the centers of mass of two dipoles is uncorrelated in the approximation of
the preceding section. In order to observe correlations one must include in the model
the interactions between distinct dipoles. This is the next order correction to the
INTEGRAL term in Eq. (3.14).
Consider two dipoles as show in Fig. 3-5. We take them, for the sake of illustration,
to be both of the c+ type. The INTEGRAL term can be written for this case as:
e-iWOP1 e-iWOp2f dtidt2dpidp2 (5 - ip)2 (- ip2)2g (3.28)(6 - ip1)2g (6 2 i 2)g
[6 + i(t2 + P2/ 2 - ti - pi/2)]2g [6 - i(t2  P 2/ 2 - ti + pl/2)]
2g
[6 + i(t2 - P2/2 - tl - pl/2)]2g [6 - i(t2 + P2/ 2 - tl + p,/2)]2g "
For dipole separations that are large compared to dipole sizes (It2 - t1 I PI, 1P2 I),
we can expand the expression in the integrand to obtain
/ W91 e<iWoP2e-IW°PI e-I PP2
dtidt2dpldp2 ( - ipl) 2g ( - ip2)9 1 + 2g (t2 - t)2  (3.29)
which after the Pi and P2 integration yields
( cCc 2  (c' /c+)(c' /c+)/ dtidt2 cc - 2g + cc dtidt2 ) (t-t 2- . (3.30)f ~ ~(t2 1 i 2)
This can be generalized to any two types of dipole to
d f t d -2  (d/dl)(d'/d2)did2 dtldt2 e (t2-t1)2  (3.31)
where d1,2 can be any of t, b, c+ or c_, and dl,2 stands for the derivative of d1 ,2
with respect to wo. Using a similar argument to the one we used to obtain the finite
temperature expression for c±(w 0 ), we can obtain the finite temperature version of
I " I'- f •
Figure 3-5: Two dipoles will interact because of the relative position between the
charges that comprise them. The figure shows two dipoles with center of mass posi-
tions t, and t2 and strengths Pl and P2.
the dipole-dipole interaction by simply substituting t 2 - t1 by sinh[7rT(t 2 - t1)]/(rT)
and using the T # 0 results for c± (wo). Nevertheless, we will just concentrate for the
rest of the chapter on the T = 0 problem.
From Eq. (3.31) we read that the dipoles interact through a 1/t 2 potential. This
dipole-dipole interaction gives rise to a non-trivial distribution of tunneling events,
which show up in the noise spectrum as a cusp at zero frequency. Before proceeding to
obtain the explicit form, including the strength of the singularity, we must understand
when this picture that the charges can be assembled in pairs starts to break down,
and correlations not contained in this dipole picture become important.
The assumption we made in order to obtain correlations as in Eq. (3.31) was
simply that the dipole sizes were small compared to the separation between dipoles.
The mean dipole separation is related to the average current It, and is given by e*/It.
The dipole size can be taken to be the d'/d in Eq. (3.31), since it is this term that
enters in the interaction between the dipoles, and thus measures the distance between
the + and - charges that form the dipole (Notice that, because the charges in the
Coulomb gas are ±1, the distance between the + and - charges equals the dipole
strength). The expressions for t and b depend on the cut-off scale 6, whereas c± are
finite as we take 6 -+ 0 (we can show that c+ + c_ = t + b, and that the divergences
in t and b, which are purely imaginary, cancel each other). We then have that t'/t
and b'/b must both scale as 6, and c'/c+ = (2g - 1)wo 1 (using Eq. (3.20) and setting
T -+ 0). Therefore the dipole approximation is good as long as wo 1 < e*/It, or
It < (e*2/h)V.
In the case of tunneling between edge states, this is the limit of a small tunneling
current as compared to the Hall current. In the case of the 1-D channel, this limit
corresponds to a small tunneling current as compared to the current for the non-
interacting case. Because of the non-linear I - V characteristic of the tunneling
current in 1-D Luttinger liquids (It oc V2g-1), the cases g > 1 and g < 1 are quite
distinct. For g > 1 the dipole phase exists for small applied voltages V, whereas for
g < 1 the dipole phase exists for large V. Now, one can still use the results of the
dipole phase to study the noise in the case of g > 1 and large V, and the case of g < 1
and small V, by resorting to the duality g ++ 1/g that connects the two configurations
shown in Figs. 2-la & 2-lb. The idea is that as one increases the applied voltage
between the R and L edges in the configuration shown in Fig. 2-1b, the tunneling
current It increases asymptotically, tending to the Hall current. Deviations from the
Hall current correspond to "defects", or tunneling in the direction perpendicular to
the Hall current, which is exactly the direction of tunneling shown in Fig. 2-la.
Similarly, one can go from the situation in Fig. 2-la to the one in Fig. 2-1b by
decreasing the applied voltage between the R and L edges. The bottom line is that,
by wisely choosing which current direction to focus on, one can most often place the
problem in the dipole limit for either one configuration or its dual with g ++ 1/g.
The regime in which the dipole picture fails is then at the crossover between the two
configurations, where the gas will be in a plasma phase.
Now that we understand when the approximation is valid, let us look at its conse-
quence in the noise spectrum. At zero temperature we only have either one of c+ or
c_ dipole types, depending on the sign of wo (see Eq. (3.18) ). For concreteness, let
us take wo > 0, so that c+ dipoles survive. Since t'/t, b'/b , 6, the main correlations
come from the interactions between c+ dipoles (for voltages small compared to 1/6),
so that for large times the density-density correlation for c+ dipoles (which equals the
current-current correlation) is given by
(p+ (t) P+ (0)) ~ (P+) 2 -2g(2g - 1)2(3.32)
which gives a noise spectrum S(w) = 47rg(2g- 1)2 (I)2 e-1t ~ /Ac, where Ac is a short
time scale cut-off (of order wo 1) for the 1/t 2 correlation. The leading singularity at
low-frequency is then
Si 9g.(w) = 41rg(2g - 1)2(1 )2 Iw . (3.33)
WO
Since It oc V 2g- 1, the strength of the singularity has a non-linear dependence V4(9-1 )
on the applied voltage.
For the particular case of non-interacting electrons (g =1) one can write -=
e*D where D is the transmission coefficient. The noise spectrum singularity is then
Ssig.(w) = *Djw ,• which recovers the result of Ref. [31]. The effects of correlation
due to the Pauli principle enter automatically in our formulation of the problem
through the bosonization.
To finish this section, let us consider the case of equilibrium noise within the
interacting dipole approximation. For g > 1 the tunneling current vanishes for V = 0.
In the case of g < 1, however, we have to invoke the dual picture (g -+ 1/g) in order
to use the dipole language. In any case the jwj singularity due to the dipole-dipole
interaction vanishes for V = 0. The reason can be viewed very simply: the non-
equilibrium voltage was responsible for the polarization of the dipole gas, and the
dipole-dipole interaction gave the 1/t 2 correlation. At equilibrium, the average dipole
strength vanishes, and the interactions in this case must come from induced dipole, or
"Van der Waal's" attraction, which for our log potentials goes as 1/t 4. We can show
that the low-frequency behavior of the noise no longer has the Iwj singularity, but
has leading contributions from w2 and 1wl 3. The leading singularity is then c W I13.
The contributions calculated above are only the inter-dipole correlations. We should
also account for the intra-dipole correlations, because for V = 0 the singularity at
the "Josephson" frequency falls to w - 0. We already calculated the intra-dipole
contribution to the noise spectrum perturbatively in section 3.2, which for zero applied
voltage is S(w) oc Iw 12g - 1. At low frequencies, the intra-dipole noise will be dominant
for g < 2, while the inter-dipole noise will be dominant for g > 2. Notice that, in the
equilibrium case, an expansion for Z like the one in Eq. (3.11) could be carried out
with only one branch, since in equilibrium there is no need for the two branches of
the Keldysh contour.
3.5 Diagrammatic Technique
The dipole gas picture we used to expand Z can be justified in more formal manner.
In this section we shall present a systematic way to expand Z diagrammatically,
which is used in one-dimensional dissipative quantum mechanics models [36]. In this
expansion we can identify the terms we included in the dipole picture. The expansion
is the formal support for the more intuitive and physical picture of the dipole gas.
We will first present an introduction to the diagrammatic expansion, followed by the
calculation for the equilibrium case and implications for the non-equilibrium case.
3.5.1 Introduction to the Diagrammatic Expansion
We start by returning to the expansion of S(-oo, -oo) in terms of the bare charges in
Eq. (3.11). We will focus on the expectation value of the Tc ordered product. Let us
use a slightly different notation, using t's to denote the positions of + charges and s's
to denote the positions of - charges. Let us take some configuration of charges labeled
by ti and sj, with some of them on the top and some on the bottom branch (this way
we do not have to worry about the superscripts for top and bottom branches, since
we can keep track of where each charge is by its index). Using this notation, we can
write for the T, bracket:
= (HL<<,Qk 5 + i~t - tj a~ iýt) FL~i•Q,+is -s)i( 2g
P j:,5[[ + i(ti - sj)a)(ti, s ] ) , (3.34)H\,[ t S)Cc(i j
where Q = Q + Q+ = QL_ + Qb, and a(t, t') = ±1 depending on the ordering of t
and t' along the Keldysh contour.
Consider now integer g's, such that 2g is even and the expression above does not
change if we take [6 + i(t - t')ac(t, t')] -4 [cac(t, t') + i(t - t')]. The expression for
the T, bracket can be simplified with the aid of the following identity which can be
proved using partial fractions or properties of determinants [37]:
U<( - z)U<( - )1Z- zi) Ji <( - wj) )= detM(z, w) , (3.35)
flj(i- W3)
where M is a matrix defined by
1
Mij - (3.36)
zi - wm
The presence of the regulators 6 in the expression for the T, bracket slightly compli-
cates how we apply the identity to the problem. By naively defining
1Mij = 1(3.37)J= 6ac(ti, sj) + i(t - sj) (3.37)
we would obtain terms in the numerator to order 6 and higher that would not match
the numerator of the expression for the T, bracket. This corresponds to a different
choice of regularization, and we shall return to this point later. The leading term
(order 60), however, is exactly the same, and we proceed with the program, writing
(detM)2g for the T, bracket.
Now notice that the terms Mi3 correspond to the interaction between + and -
charges, and that the expansion of the determinant will be comprised of all ways of
combining + to - charges in pairs such that each charge only appears once in the
expansion. Let us then associate a graph for any such dipole combination, as show
in Fig. 3-6. When we raise the determinant to the power 2g, the effect is to obtain
all different ways to connect the + and - charges with lines, such that each charge
is connected by exactly 2g lines (see Fig. 3-6, where we illustrate the case of g = 1).
The graphs so obtained give us a systematic way to account for the contributions
M i. =
(a)
det M = M11 M22- M12 M21
S2
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+
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Figure 3-6: The expression for the correlation between many charges can be expressed
as a power of the determinant of a matrix M. The matrix element Mij can be
represented diagrammatically as a line connecting a + charge at position ti to a -
charge at position sj, as shown in (a). The determinant contains different ways of
pairing the charges (b). Finally, when raising the determinant to the power 2g (done
in this figure for g = 1), we generate different ways of connecting the charges such
that exactly 2g lines leave each + charge and exactly 2g lines arrive at each - charge,
as shown in (c).
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to Z. The terms in the expansion where all charges are connected to one and only
one other charge, as in Fig. 3-7a, are the independent dipole terms. Notice that each
line in the graph that connects two distant charges roughly corresponds to 1/t. When
there are 4 charges, the lowest order in 1/t that can be obtained from the expansion
comes from taking two dipoles and using one line from each to connect it to the other,
so that there are 2 lines connecting the dipoles (Fig. 3-7b). In this way we obtain a
1/t 2 term which corresponds to the leading dipole-dipole interaction. This systematic
way to expand Z can be used as the formal support for the dipole picture developed
in the previous section.
3.5.2 Equilibrium Case
To illustrate the power of the formalism described in the previous subsection, we will
consider the equilibrium case at zero temperature. According to the dipole approx-
imation, we expect that the current-current correlation should go as 1 /t 4 for g > 2.
In this section we will show this is the case for any integer g > 2.
In equilibrium, we no longer need to use the Keldysh contour. Instead, to sim-
plify the calculations we will work in Euclidean space, and we will take the ¢ field
correlator to be (010(t)0(0) 10) = - ln(t 2 + 62). This differs from the original choice
of correlation function only in that we have used a different cut-off. The choice given
here corresponds to left and right movers scattering off each other instead of left
movers with left movers, as in the original choice. However, for a single impurity, left
movers and right movers should really be equivalent, so this choice should not make
any important difference in the results. More importantly, in both cases we choose to
regulate the correlator (010(t)0(0) 10) consistently, no matter where it appears in the
expression for P in Eq. (3.34). It may appear that whenever two tunneling events
with the same charge interact, we could just ignore the cut-off in the numerator of P,
since (ei-YO(t)e i-YO(o)) -= (t2 + 62) g is not singular as 6 goes to zero; recall that -y = Vf.
However, the 6's in this correlator will be multiplied by other correlators that are
singular as 6 goes to zero, so it turns out that the answer depends on how we regulate
the numerator. Because we are using the Coulomb gas picture, for now we will choose
+(a)
S1/t
~1/t
(b)
Figure 3-7: The graph corresponding to independent dipoles is shown in (a), with all
lines leaving the + charge arriving at the - charge (here we use g = 2 for illustration).
One of the graphs contributing to the dipole-dipole correlation is shown in (b). Each
leg connecting the two dipoles contributes to order l/t, so that the dipole-dipole
correlation is of order 1/t 2.
to keep the 6's in the numerator.
With our choice of regulator, the expression P for the bracket needed to evaluate
S(-oo, -oc) becomes
P = r-l<j_<Q((t, - tj)2 + 6) -<j<Q((, S 2 - sj ) 2  (8 )
(( i, j((t, - sy)2 + 62))
In this equation, the positive charges are at the ti and the negative charges are at the
si. Because we are in Euclidean space, we no longer have to use time-ordering when
we evaluate the integrals over the ti and si.
To simplify the expression for P for any integer g, we will use the same procedure
as in Ref. [36]. We will write P = AB, where A equals P with the 6's in the numerator
set to zero, and B is the correction due to the 6's in the numerator of P. Then
A = (Ii<jQ(ti - tj)2 li<j-Q(Si _ 9 (3.39)
r,((,- S3)2 + 62) J
and B is equal to sums over products of 62 /(t, - tj) 2 and 62/(si - sj)2 , where any one
of these expressions can occur at most g times in a product. B comes from writing
each correlator in the numerator as (t, - tj)2 [1 + 22/(t, - tj)2] and factoring out the
(t, - tj) 2 part.
We can again use the identity in Eq. (3.35) to simplify the expression for A. If
we define the matrix M(6) as
1
Mij (6) = 1 (3.40)ti -- si +iW
then A is given by
A = [detMij(6)detMaj(-6)]9 . (3.41)
As explained in the previous subsection, if we represent each charge by a point and
each factor of 1 by a directed line, then we obtain all the different ways to
connect the positive charges to the negative charges so that each charge is connected
by exactly 2g lines, (half of which are pointing toward the line, and half away from
the line).
We can also give a graphical interpretation of B. Once we have a graph from A,
to take into account the fact that the numerator is also regulated, we obtain our
graphs for P by joining any number of pairs of similar charges with the pair of edges
1/(t - tj)2 or 1/(S- sj) 2 . Each of these edges is accompanied by a factor of 6,
and any pair of charges can be joined by at most g of these pairs of edges. Thus B
introduces an interaction between like-charged particles.
In the graphs of A and B, it is important to keep track of the number of vertices,
V, the number of edges, E, and the number of factors of 6 in the numerator, -f. If
we are calculating the charge-charge correlation function, and we insert 2N additional
charges, then the number of vertices is V = 2N + 2. For any connected graph of A,
we then have E = (2N + 2)g and f = 0. Once we include the effects of B, f is no
longer equal to 0, but E + f is still given by
E + f = (2N + 2)g. (3.42)
Also, it is important to note that any connected graph is also 1PI. This way of
describing the bracket, P, works similarly in Minkowski space.
Next, we will evaluate the connected correlation function of (01eO(t )e-0(s) 10) for
any integer g > 1. (The case when g = 1 was considered in Ref. [36].) This calculation
will also work for the correlation functions (01e±`1(t) e+O(s))10), so that these results
can be used to find the leading dependence on t - s of the current-current correlation
functions.
At the (2N)th order in perturbation theory, we have
= oo jp2N+2 N N
(Fei()F*e-i()0) = J N!N! 1k dtk ]I dskAB, (3.43)
ook=1 k=1
where A and B depend on t, s, the tk's and the sk's. To obtain the connected
correlation function, we just need to consider the connected graphs in the expression
on the right-hand side of the above equation.
To evaluate the integrals, we will perform contour integrals where we complete
the contour in the upper half plane. Thus, for each vertex, tj, we will be evaluating
residues for all the poles occurring at tj = Sk + iS. (Here, we are using tj and Sk to
stand for any type of vertex.) We note that in B, it appears that we will have poles
on the real axis. However, we know that the original expression for AB does not have
any poles on the real axis. This means that if we sum over all the graphs for B, these
poles cancel, which implies that as long as we integrate over the variables in each of
these graphs in the same order, we can just ignore the poles on the real axis.
We can describe the process of evaluating residues diagrammatically, as explained
in Ref. [36]. If the multiplicity of the pole at tj = Sk + iS is equal to one, then there
is only one edge, ejk, that joins tj to Sk and represents this kind of pole. In this case,
when we evaluate the residue, we just "collapse" the vertex tj and the edge ejk. This
means we remove the vertex tj and edge ejk, and then reconnect all the other edges
that were originally connected to ti to Sk instead. If the other end-point of any of
these edges was also connected to Sk, the edge becomes 1/(icj), for some integer c.
Otherwise, it remains an edge. Consequently, the total number of edges decreases by
at least one, and the sum of edges and factors of J in the numerator decreases by
exactly one. Also, the graph remains connected and 1PI.
When the multiplicity, m, of a pole is greater than one, then instead of collapsing
only one edge, we must collapse all the m edges that correspond to the pole. In
addition, we must take m - 1 derivatives with respect to t,. Each of these derivatives
increases the number of other legs connected to tj by one, so we obtain m - 1 new
legs. Once we have created these m - 1 new edges and collapsed both the vertex
and the m edges corresponding to the pole, we again find that the number of edges
decreases by at least one, and the sum, E + f, still decreases by exactly one. Again,
the graph remains 1PI.
Now we can count the number of edges and factors of 5 that remain after we
have done all the integrations. The original graph with 2N + 2 vertices has E + f =
(2N + 2)g. After we integrate over the 2N inserted charges, this sum becomes
E + f =(2N + 2)g-2N, (3.44)
and the only two remaining vertices are t and s. Because the graph must still be 1PI,
we must have at least 2 edges connecting t and s. Since the total number of edges
always decreases by at least one, we also have
2 < E < (2N + 2)g- 2N. (3.45)
We will let IN = (2N + 2)g- 2N. Lastly, because the final answer must be symmetric
in t and s, after we sum over all the graphs we can only have even values for E.
Putting all of this together, we find that the correlation (0|Fei-Y(t)F*e-i-Y(s) 10)
must have the form
1
IF 2  + (3.46)(t- -)2g / 1
z r12(N+1) aN261N-2( t - S)2 + aN4 61N-4(t_ S) 4 - +- alN (t- S)lN '
N=1
where the aNj's are constants that are determined from integrating the explicit graphs.
In order to interpret these results, for the equilibrium case it is helpful to renormalize
the coupling. We will replace each F and F* with F69- 1 and F*69g- 1. This just takes
into account the self-interaction of the charges and a rescaling of the time variables.
The correlation function is then
6•2g--2
IF 62g 2 + (3.47)(t - 8) 2g ( 1 62 lIN-2
IF|2(N+ 1) aN2 2 N 4 -- t-
N=1 (5t -.. s) (t 1 (t INs
This general form is true to all orders in F. Also, note that the derivation of this
result did not depend on the sign of the charges at t and s, so we will obtain a similar
expression for two positive charges or two negative charges at t and s. For large times,
(or small cut-off 6) the leading behavior is
1 00 62 co
2 E 2(N+l)aN2 + 4 2(N+l)aN4. (3.48)(t- s)2 N=I (t-s) N=1
This expression appears to go as 1/(t - s)2 instead of as the 1/(t - s)4 predicted by
the dipole picture. However, as we shall show shortly, if both the denominator and
numerator are regulated in the same way, as in Eq.(3.38), then a2N = 0 for all N, so
the leading behavior does go as 62 /(t- S)4 to all orders in perturbation theory.
Before showing that aN2 = 0 for all N, we will first use the previous calculation
to describe a systematic way to determine the leading behavior of each graph. First,
we note that a final answer of 1/(t- s)n corresponds to a graph with n legs joining
the vertex t to the vertex s. If we remove these n legs, the graph breaks into 2
disconnected components, one containing t, and the other containing s. Because the
integrations consist only of collapsing vertices and edges and also making extra copies
of edges, these n legs must have come from 1 legs in the original graph, where 1 < n.
In addition, because the process of integration does not change the connectedness of
the graph, when the 1 legs in the original graph are removed, it will break into two
disjoint, connected graphs, one containing t and the other containing s. An example
of this is given in Fig. 3-8. We also note that since each graph is 1PI, to break it into
two we must remove at least 2 edges.
This all implies that the only graphs that can have a leading term of 1/(t - s)2
are those that are broken into 2 when 2 legs are removed; the only graphs that can
have a contribution of 1/(t - s)4 are those that are broken into 2 when 2, 3 or 4 legs
are removed, and, in general, only the graphs that can be broken into two connected
pieces when 2, 3, ... , or n legs are removed can contribute a term of order 1/(t- s)n .
A simple counting argument shows that when 1 legs are removed, the maximum net
charge either of the 2 resulting graphs can have is 1/2g. Because the net charge is
always an integer, when 1 is equal to 2 (and g is greater than 1) this means that the
net charge must be zero.
Thus we can classify the graphs according to what their leading behavior is, and
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Figure 3-8: A sample graph with g = 2 that gives a contribution of 1/(t - s)4 after it
is integrated. The final graph with 4 legs is shown in (a). It is obtained by integrating
over the vertices t1, t 2, t3, sl, s2 and s3 in the graph shown in (b). The 4 final legs in
the final graph come from the 4 bold-faced legs. In (c), the two disjoint graphs (or
multipoles) resulting from removing the 4 bold-faced legs are shown.
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we can determine which graphs will contribute to any particular term in the expansion
in Eq.(3.47). To make contact with the previous subsection, we remark that for the
insertion of two charges, the only configuration that breaks into two graphs when two
lines are removed is precisely the one shown in Fig. 3-7b.
To arrive at a useful way of estimating graphs (which should also apply in the
non-equilibrium Minkowski space formalism), we observe that every time we evaluate
a residue of a pole at tk = Sj + i6, we are taking tk to be very close to sj. If we then
evaluate an sj = ti + i6 residue, we evaluate sj close to t1, so in turn that means tj is
also close to t1. Following through on this observation, we see that for the final result,
all the points are either evaluated close to t or close to s, and whether it is t or s
depends on whether, when we remove the n legs, the point is in the graph connected
to t or to s. Thus it appears that the only contributions to the integral come from all
the ways to take some of the vertices close to t and the remaining vertices close to s.
The exponent of the leading contribution will then be determined by the net charge
of each of the two resulting subgraphs. This is exactly what was done in Section 3.4
for the case of two dipoles.
We now return to calculating the coefficient, aN2, of the 1/(t - s)2 part of the
charge-charge correlator. From the previous discussion, we know that this should
come from all ways of forming a neutral multipole around t and a neutral multipole
around s. As long as t - s > > 6, we can assume that all the charges in each multipole
are much closer to each other than t and s are to each other. We will let to... tm-1
and so ... sm be the charges close to t and tm+1 ... tN and S, •m+2 ... SN be the charges
close to s. To simplify the notation, in most of what follows we will let tm equal t
and s8m-+1 equal s. Next, we will change variables so that ti = pi + t, si = qi + t for
the charges close to t and tj = pj + s, sj = qj + s for the charges close to s. Then the
expression for P becomes
P = P1P2I9, (3.49)
where
.= i,=o;i<j ((Pi - Pi)2 + 62)1 ((qi - qj) 2 + 62)9P,- )+(3.50)P, -23=0; "' r---o ((p, - qj)2 62 9 (350
Sj=m+1;i<j ((pi - pj)2 + 62)9 ((q, _ qj) 2 + 62)9P2 2= ~~~ (3.51)r -_,=m+i ((pi - qj) 2 + J2)9 (3.51)Z13 jm+1 ((Pi92 
and
1= Hj=m+ 1 ((t - s + pi - pj) 2 + 62 ) ((t - s + q - qj) 2 62 ) (3.52)I - ?=0 3=. (3.52)
im10Hy=m+l ((t - S+pi - qj) 2 +•2) ((t - +q - pj) 2 + 62)
P1 and P2 just look like the original integral, but for a smaller number of charges, so
they contain the intra-multipole interactions. The expression for I contains all the
interactions between the two different multipoles. In the numerator, the positive and
negative charges of the first multipole interact with charges of the same sign in the
second multipole, and in the denominator the charges of the first multipole interact
with the charges of opposite sign in the second multipole. Because the multipoles
are both neutral, and because every factor in Eqn. (3.52) depends on t - s, both
the numerator and denominator have the same number of factors of t - s. Once we
divide through by t - s, similar counting tells us that the number of times p/(t- s),
qi/(t - s) and 62 /(t- s) 2 each appear in the numerator equals the number of times
each of these appear in the denominator. If we expand I out for large t - s and count
all the terms that contribute to order 1/(t - s)2 , we find
1
I = 1 + 2 (pipj + qiqj - piqj - pjqi), (3.53)
where pi and qj run over all the charges in the first multipole and pj and qj run over
all the charges in the second multipole. Then
+ 2g s 2  (pipj + qiqj -Piqj - Pjqi). (3.54)( t 
-
s )2 ij
The important feature of the 1/(t - s)2 part is that it is odd under changing the
signs of the coordinates of all the charges in only one multipole. Meanwhile, P1P2
is even under such a sign change, so once we integrate over all the coordinates, the
1/(t- s)2 part vanishes and we are left only with the 1/(t - s)3 (which should vanish
once we sum over all configurations of the charges) and the 1/(t - s)4 parts. Thus, the
coefficients, a2N should vanish to all orders in perturbation theory and the charge-
charge correlation functions, (0IFeiY(t)F*e-i(8)j0), should go as a4 a 2/(t- s)4, for
some constant a4 . It is considerably more difficult to evaluate this constant.
One final remark is that if we had regulated only the denominator, then the pre-
vious argument would not have gone through: the 62/(t- s)2's from the denominator
would no longer be canceled by the 62/(t-s) 2's from the numerator, so that a2N would
be non-zero. In this case, the correlation functions instead would go as 1/(t- s)2.
3.5.3 Implications for the Non-equilibrium Case
Even for the non-equilibrium case, we can use our analysis of the graphs in the
preceding subsection to guide us in determining which graphs should give the leading
contributions to the current-current correlation functions. To calculate the singularity
at w = 0, we can use the same neutral multipole expansion as in the end of the previous
section. The only changes to Eqs. (3.50, 3.51, and 3.52) for the intra-multipole and
inter-multipole interactions are that we must now use the non-equilibrium regulators
which depend on the ac(ti, sj)'s. Also, Eq. (3.50) for the multipole P1 will now
be multiplied by 0o eiwo•P• [Im e-iwoqi and Eq. (3.51) for P2 will be multiplied by
i=m+l eiwoP• -N=m+1 e-iw°q. Consequently, P1P2 no longer remains unchanged when
all the signs of the vertices in one multipole are reversed. Therefore, according to Eq.
(3.54) the contribution to the current-current correlation function when one multipole
is close to vertex t and the other is close to vertex s goes as
N N 2g
1 + [X dpk [I dqi P1P 2  (Pipj + qjiqj - piqj - Pjqi) (2gt2, (3.55)A;=o 1=0 i~j
k#m l~Am+1
where pi and qi are in the first multipole and pj and qj are in the second multipole.
Also, we only take the connected graphs in the multipoles P1 and P2. Thus, to all
orders in F, the correlator goes as 1/(t - s)2 + O (1/It - sj3). This means that, at
low frequency, the noise spectrum should have a singularity that goes as IwI at every
order in F. Here we are assuming that for g > 1 the neutral multipoles are all bound,
just as they are in the equilibrium case.
In the non-equilibrium case, we also expect singularities at w = +wo and possibly
also at w = nwo for other integer values of n. To find the leading behavior at these
singularities we use the fact that the expression for P in Eq. (3.34) can be expressed
as a product AB. As in the preceding subsection, A is a determinant, and B contains
the corrections that naively go as (1 + 0(6)). For the non-equilibrium case, A was
defined at the beginning of this section as det Mij where
1
Mi •(t, s) + i(ti - (3.56)
The graphs for the A defined here are identical to those in the previous subsection,
except for the choice of regulator. This means that all of our previous counting
arguments should apply. However, the form of B is now much more complicated than
before, so it is not clear whether it modifies the counting in the same simple way as
before. Because the expression for P in Eq. (3.34) and the expression for A both
contain the information about which branch each charge is on, and since the only
difference between the two expressions is the choice of regulator, for convenience we
will choose to work with A = det Mij instead of with P. (In the equilibrium case,
we have seen that picking a different regulator does not change the types of terms
that can appear in the final answer; it just changes the value of the coefficient in
front of each term, possibly setting some to zero. In case of a discrepancy, the choice
of regulator should reflect the physics at hand, so it is useful to keep in mind that
in P the interactions in the Coulomb gas are regulated and in A the fermion-like
propagators in the matrix M are regulated.)
For det Mij, our counting and classification of graphs proceeds as before. This
implies that if we can break the graph into two connected multipoles with charge Q
and -Q, respectively, then the graph will give a leading contribution of
eiQwote-iQwos
a (t - s)2Qg (3.57)
as long as all charges within a multipole are close to one another. This will give the
singularity Iw±Qwo 12Q9 - 1 . For example, the graph in Fig. 3-8b will give a contribution
as in Eq. (3.57) with Q = 1 and g = 2. Without performing the integral, we cannot
determine whether aQ (which can depend on 6 and w0 ) is non-zero. However, from
this line of reasoning, we can conclude that the IJFrj 2 1w ± w0 29- 1 singularity should
only receive corrections that go at least as Iw ± wo 2 g - 1 at all higher orders in IF12.
Similarly, at higher multiples of wo we expect the singularities to be even smoother
because they go at least as 1w ± Qw0o 2Q - 1l
As a check on these calculations, we note that we can apply the same analysis
of the graphs and similar counting arguments even at g = 1. In this case, every
connected graph is just a simple polygon with alternating charges at the vertices.
It is straightforward to see that when any such graph is divided into two disjoint,
connected parts, each part can only have a total charge of 0 or ±1, and exactly
two lines must be cut. Therefore, the only singularities we can obtain are IwI and
1w i w0 , with no higher order corrections. These results agree with those in Ref. [31]
and give strong evidence that our method of analyzing the graphs works even for the
non-equilibrium case.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we defined a framework for the study of both equilibrium and non-
equilibrium noise in 1-D Luttinger liquids. The interactions give rise to correlations
that are manifest in the noise spectrum. The correlations are responsible both for
algebraic singularities in the noise power spectrum and for the nonlinear dependence of
the strength of such singularities on either the applied voltage between the terminals
of the 1-D system or the temperature. The information carried by both the form
of the singularities and their strength can help us identify Luttinger liquid states in
experiments.
The picture of the tunneling in terms of the Coulomb gas (and its dipole gas
interpretation) is attractive because it gives us an intuitive way to think about the
tunneling in the Keldysh formalism. This picture provides a unified description of the
low and high frequency noise: correlations between different dipoles define the struc-
ture of the noise near zero frequency, whereas correlations between the two charges
within the dipole should contribute to the noise near the "Josephson" frequency
W•j = e*V/h. Using formal diagrammatic techniques we have justified this interpreta-
tion, and, for integer g, we have obtained exact answers for the form of the singularity
in the equilibrium case.
One particularly striking result we obtained is that the form of the leading singu-
larity at zero frequency (oc 1wl) is the same for strongly correlated Luttinger liquids
as well as for non-interacting systems. The effects of correlations in the case of
low-frequency noise is present only in the strength of the singularity, with a strong
non-linear dependence on the applied voltage that is proportional to V4(g- ').
Although our Coulomb gas picture and the accompanying formalism has enabled
us to calculate the form of the singularities to all orders in perturbation theory, beyond
the order F1I4 it is too cumbersome to find the strength (i.e. the coefficient in front) of
these singularities. We would also like to point out that the structure of the noise far
away from the frequencies nwj, at higher orders in perturbation theory, is unknown;
the information we are able to obtain is limited solely to frequencies near the singular
points. One exception is the exactly solvable case of g = 1, where we find that the
noise spectrum must have the form a + blwl + clw ± wj|, where a, b and c can be
calculated from the non-equilibrium voltage and the transmission coefficient. Thus in
this case we recover the results for non-interacting electrons. Indeed, the framework
we presented can be used with g = 1 for studying coherence effects which appear in
the noise for non-interacting electrons and are due to the Pauli principle, because the
statistics enter in the formulation we use through the bosonization.
There are two points in this work that need further exploration. The first is the
apparent fine point of better understanding the role of the short distance cutoff in
our calculations. We need either to determine whether the non-equilibrium noise
is sensitive to our choice of regulator or else to show that our choice of regulating
the fermion-like propagators instead of the Coulomb gas is the physical one. The
second, and more important, question is to understand non-perturbative effects. For
example, one expects that the position of finite voltage singularities should depend
on F. In the case of tunneling between edge states, when we increase the current, the
V eV
frequency should shift from ev to -- as we go from the configuration in Fig. 2-1b,h m hswegf
where the electrons are tunneling, to the one in Fig. 2-la, where the quasi-particles
are tunneling. This is not reflected in our perturbative calculations. However, we
have evidence that within our Coulomb gas picture this shift can be explained by
non-perturbative effects, and we address this issue in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Scattering Approach
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the noise spectrum of the tunneling current between edge
states directly at the point contact was calculated perturbatively. To low orders
in the tunneling amplitude, we found that there was a singularity at w = 0; for
small w the noise spectrum has the form SSN + Ssing (w), where SSN is the zero-
frequency shot noise and Ssing(w) = clwI. The slope c of the Iwl singularity has
a strong non-linear dependence on the applied voltage V (c oc (2g- 1)2V4(g-1))
which is another signature of Luttinger liquid behavior (to be contrasted with the
case of non-interacting electrons, g = 1, where the slope is independent of V). The
exponent g characterizes the Luttinger liquid behavior. This low-frequency part of
the spectrum is the one more easily accessible experimentally. Secondly, there is
another singularity at w = wj where wj = e*V/h is the Josephson frequency of the
electron (e* = e) or quasiparticle (e* = ve) that tunnels through the point contact.
The shape of this singularity depends on g and goes as Iw +wj1 29- 1. Measurements of
the location of this singularity would give the value e* of the charge of the carriers of
the current, which would be yet another way of observing fractional charge from noise
measurements. The method originally suggested is to measure the shot noise, which
for small tunneling amplitude is related to the tunneling current It by SSN = 2e*It
[38, 39, 40]. Lastly, for g > 1, we found that the singularities at both w = 0 and
w = wj should persist to all orders in perturbation theory.
These results present a puzzle which we describe below and address in this chap-
ter. The case of g = v < 1 corresponds to a single quantum Hall droplet with a
constriction. In this case, quasiparticles can tunnel across the constriction, from one
edge to the other (see Fig. 2-la). These quasiparticles have fractional charge e*, given
by ve. If the constriction is made narrower, the tunneling amplitude will increase.
As the constriction is further narrowed, eventually the droplet will break into two
disconnected pieces, and now only electrons will be able to tunnel from one edge to
the other (see Fig. 2-1b). Their tunneling should once again behave like tunneling
in a chiral Luttinger liquid, but with new exponent § = 1/g and charge equal to e.
This is the physical picture behind the duality seen in reference [24]; as the tunneling
amplitude is increased (or the voltage is decreased) g goes to 1/g. Similarly, if we
start with the two quantum Hall droplets with exponent § and increase the tunneling
amplitude of the electron, eventually we will obtain the single droplet picture with
exponent g = 1/.
In light of this duality and the results of Chapter 3, the following question arises.
If we start with the two disconnected droplets, we expect the singularity in the noise
to occur at multiples of &j = eV/h, the Josephson frequency for the electron. As
the tunneling amplitude is increased, at some point we expect the singularity at the
Josephson frequency for the quasiparticle, wj = e*V/h, to appear. However, accord-
ing to the perturbative calculations, to all orders in the electron tunneling amplitude
the quasiparticle singularity does not appear. This question is of interest because the
location of the singularities tells us which particles are tunneling and, as mentioned
above, should give a way to measure the fractional charge of the quasiparticles.
In this chapter we will address the question of what happens to this quasipar-
ticle singularity and show how these two seemingly contradictory statements above
are resolved in the special case of g = 1/2 and § = 2 [41]. The current in the
g = 1/2 case is known to be exactly solvable [14, 24, 42, 43, 44]. Here we present
an exact solution for the non-equilibrium noise spectrum. We find that for g = 1/2
the singularity at the quasiparticle Josephson frequency wj = e*V/h is destroyed by
non-perturbative effects, and exists only in the limit of zero quasiparticle tunneling
amplitude IF. The quasiparticle singularity that was obtained by perturbative calcu-
lations is instead smeared for finite tunneling strength: the noise spectrum is analytic
near wj = e*V/h, but it still has structure within a region of width Aw - 47rF| 2.
Thus, for zero coupling a "fake" singularity appears as this width vanishes. The re-
sults in this chapter, together with the previous perturbative results valid to all orders
in the electron tunneling amplitude, suggest what may be happening at other values
of g also. The quasiparticle singularity should only exist in the limit of vanishing
quasiparticle tunneling amplitude, and it should acquire a finite width controlled by
a non-zero tunneling amplitude. In physical terms, tunneling between edges destroys
both the perfectly quantized Hall conductance and the quasiparticle singularity in
the noise spectrum.
One of the tools we use in this chapter is the Landauer-Buttiker scattering ap-
proach. The geometry is illustrated in Figure 4-1. The choice of the Landauer-
Buttiker approach is justified for a number of reasons. The chiral nature of the
system under study naturally poses the problem in terms of incoming and outgoing
scattering states to and from the point contact region. The incoming branches should
be in equilibrium with their respective reservoirs of departure, and should be insensi-
tive to the tunneling of charges in the tunneling region shown in Fig. 4-1. This is so
because information on tunneling events cannot propagate in the direction opposite
to the incoming branch chirality. Also, the Landauer-Buttiker approach and the chi-
ral nature of the system suggest naturally a four-terminal geometry for experimental
measurements, probing voltage fluctuations in the two incoming and two outgoing
branches. The tunneling takes place in the point contact, or scattering region, which
is not directly accessible by the probing leads. Auto-correlations of current and volt-
age fluctuations measured in the four terminals, as well as cross-correlations between
different terminals, are the experimental probes that should allow the remote mea-
surement of the tunneling events and noise spectrum.
The chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2 we obtain the noise spectrum
perturbatively for the four terminal geometry, using the Keldysh non-equilibrium for-
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Figure 4-1: Four terminal geometry for the measurement of tunneling between edge
states. The terminals 1 and 2 correspond to branches that are incoming to the scat-
terer, while terminals 3 and 4 correspond to outgoing ones. The arrows indicate the
direction of propagation for a given branch. The incoming branches are in equilib-
rium with their reservoirs of origin, while the outgoing ones do get affected by the
scatterer. Voltages and currents in the four probes are directly related to the densities
pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). By measuring fluctuations in the voltages or currents at the four
terminals (Vi or I, i = 1, 2, 3,4), the auto-correlation spectra Sij(w), with i = j, and
the cross-correlation spectra Sij (w), with i 0 j, can be obtained. These voltage and
current fluctuations contain information on the fluctuations of the tunneling current.
malism. We show that only the noise spectrum for the outgoing branches is affected
by the tunneling, whereas the incoming branches are completely insensitive to the
charge transfer between the edges. This is consistent with the Landauer-Buttiker pic-
ture and the chirality of the system. The noise spectrum for the incoming branches
can thus serve as reference level for the measurement of the excess noise on the out-
going branches due to tunneling. The noise spectrum obtained contains interesting
structures both at low and high frequencies. The tunneling excess noise vanishes
for frequencies above the Josephson frequency wj = e*V/h. The issue of how the
singularity moves from the quasiparticle frequency to the electron frequency is re-
solved in section 4.3, where we use the Landauer-Buttiker approach to solve exactly
for the noise spectrum in the case of g = 1/2, for which the problem can be cast as a
free fermion problem. We show that the singularity at the quasiparticle frequency is
smeared for finite tunneling and is not a true singularity, whereas the singularity at the
electron frequency survives for all non-zero coupling. In section 4.4 we discuss the du-
ality when g = 1/2 goes to j = 2, which we show is not exact in the naive sense for the
case of noise, in contrast to the case of conductance. We find that the noise spectrum
of the current correlations on a single branch (auto-correlations) satisfies the duality
relation, while current correlations between distinct branches (cross-correlations) do
not satisfy the naive duality relation. We show that the correct dual Lagrangian to
the g = 1/2 theory is the g = 2 theory plus a neutral density-density coupling, which
has the same dimension as the tunneling operator. The effect of the neutral coupling
appears in the noise, but not in the conductance.
4.2 Perturbative Approach
In this section we treat the tunneling between edge states perturbatively, and obtain
the noise spectrum for the current and voltage fluctuations at the four leads as shown
in Fig. 4-1. In the figure we separate the branches into their right and left moving
components, as well as incident and scattered ones. Right and left branches are
incoming or outgoing depending on their position relative to the scatterer:
Incident OR(t, x < 0) and OL(t, X > 0)
Scattered Cn(t,x > 0) and qL(t,x <0). (4.1)
Both the currents and the densities at the four terminals can be related to the fields
bR,L. The densities are simply given by PR,L -= 2"09OR,L. Voltage measurements
probe these densities. The currents at the four terminals can be trivially related
to the densities at those same terminals through the continuity equation for x : 0.
The currents are given by jR,L = ±•&:•- R,L, with positive currents flowing to the
right. By choosing the convention that positive currents flow in the direction of the
arrows in Fig. 4-1, we can write new currents JR,L = ijR,L = PR,L. It then becomes
transparent that there is a tight relationship between current and voltage in the chiral
branches. For example, measuring the noise in either the current or the voltage yields
information about the other. This kind of relationship between voltage and current
noise was obtained in Ref. [38]. We will thus focus on the calculation of density-
density correlations, for these will give us information on both current and voltage
noise.
We will label the densities at the four terminals shown in Fig. 4-1 by Pi, i =
1, 2, 3, 4. In terms of the right and left moving fields we have:
pi(t) = PR(t,X1) P3(t) = PR(t, X3)
p2(t) = pL(t, X2) p4 (t) = pL(t, X4) , (4.2)
where x, x4 < 0, X2, x3 > 0. The noise spectrum of the density fluctuations in
terminals i, j is obtained from the correlations between the densities pi, pj:
0 0S2 (w) = Sji(-w) = dt eit(({Pi(t),pj(0)}) . (4.3)
-oo
These quantities are calculated perturbatively in Appendix A, using the techniques in
the previous chapter. The components with i : j are very sensitive to phases which
depend on the position of the probes xi and xj. These phases cancel in the case of
auto-correlations, i.e., when i = j. The quantities Sai(w), which correspond to the
noise spectrum obtained entirely from one of the four probes for i=1 to 4, are thus
the most robust measurements of fluctuations, because when they are extracted away
from the junction they are independent of the position xi where they are taken.
To second order in perturbation theory, Sii is given by:
S11(w) = S22(W) = S(o() (4.4)
S 3a3(w) = S 44 (W) = S(o)(w) + S(2)(w) , (4.5)
where
S(0)(w) = wI , (4.6)
27rug2-
S(2)(w) F(2g) J2 | [ WI (wl JJ 2 Iw- wI ) . (4.7)
Substituting the perturbative result (to order 1F12) for the tunneling current It =
2 e*Prl2J2g-1 [13], S(2)(w) can be written asr(2g)
S( 2)(w) = 2e*It 1 - -(-2g - 1 (wj- wI) . (4.8)
1 J
Notice that the effects of tunneling are contained in S(2) (w), and only appear in the
outgoing branches, terminals i = 3,4. The incoming branches are insensitive to the
tunneling between edges, due to the chiral nature of the system. Information about
what goes on in the junction cannot propagate in the direction opposite to the chirality
of the branch, and therefore the noise in the incoming branches is independent of the
tunneling of charged particles between edges. This result of chirality is clear within the
Landauer-Buttiker scattering approach. Another physical consequence closely related
to this is the fact that the average voltage along the branches remains constant outside
the scattering region. Also notice that the equilibrium noise (Wj = e*V/h = 0) in
an outgoing branch (S3V= 0 (w), for example) is simply the total noise in an incoming
branch (Si (w), for example); thus, the incoming branches can be used as the reference
level for measurements of excess noise.
The second point to notice from Eq. (4.8) is that to order IFI 2 the noise in
the outgoing branches that is in excess to the noise in the incoming branches has a
singularity at the Josephson frequency wj, vanishing for w > Wj, as illustrated in Fig.
4-2. The non-equilibrium voltage V determines the frequency scale Wj = e*V/h, up
to which there is structure in the excess noise due to tunneling. Such vanishing of the
excess noise spectrum past a frequency set by the non-equilibrium voltage should be
familiar to readers accustomed to noise in non-interacting systems (g = 1), in which
the excess noise goes to zero linearly at the Josephson frequency [31]. This point
will be illustrated further in the next section, when we will have at hand the exact
solution for the noise spectrum in the case of g = 1/2. The strong coupling limit of
the solution for g = 1/2 also gives us the solution for g = 2, which we shall use for
comparison purposes.
The last, and most important, point about this high frequency singularity in the
noise spectrum is in regard to the connection between the two dual pictures illustrated
in Fig. 2-1. In the previous chapter it was pointed out that the singularity at the
Josephson frequency remained to all orders in perturbation theory. However, the
perturbative expansion for the geometries in Figs. 2-la and 2-1b yields two distinct
frequencies, namely the quasiparticle frequency wqp = veV/h when quasiparticles are
the tunneling charges (Fig. 2-la), and the electron frequency Wet = eV/h, when
electrons are the tunneling current carriers (Fig. 2-1b). These configurations are
connected in the sense that one is the strong coupling limit of the other, and thus
there should be a non-perturbative mechanism by which the singularity moves from
one place to the other. This was the clearest open question in the previous chapter,
and which we can answer by focusing on the exactly solvable case of g = 1/2. Another
exactly solvable point is the trivial case g = 1, which unfortunately cannot be used
to address this issue of the singularity in the noise spectrum because in this case the
two frequencies we, and wqp coincide.
Before answering the question about the high frequency singularity, we will close
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Figure 4-2: Plots of the excess noise of outgoing branches (probes 3 and 4 of Fig.
2) calculated to second order in perturbation theory (equation (4.8)). The excess
noise in branch 3 is shown normalized to the zero-frequency shot noise level, and the
frequency w normalized to the Josephson frequency wj = e*V/h (i.e., we show the
plot of (S 33 (w) - S3Y=(w))/2e*It vs. W/Wj). Different singularities are obtained at
w = Wj for different values of g: ,1 1 2 1, and 2. One should keep in mind that,
although the singularities all occur at w = wj, the value of wj depends on the charge
e* of the current carrier, which in turn also depends on g. The results are exactly the
same for the excess noise measured in branch 4.
this section with the implications of tunneling between edge states to the low fre-
quency noise measured in the four terminal geometry. In Chapter 3, a correction
to the low frequency shot noise spectrum was found, which corresponded to an jwj
singularity, or a cusp, in the noise spectrum. This correction was found to order
IF4, while to order IFr2 the low frequency corrections to the flat shot noise started as
oc w2. In the four terminal geometry proposed in this chapter, what is probed is not
the tunneling current in the junction area (as in the previous chapter and Ref. [39]),
but its consequences in the current and voltage in the four terminals away from the
scattering region. The four terminal measurement, as seen from Eq. (4.8), does have
a correction oc Iwi to order (F12. For w < wj we have, for example,
S33(w) - s-o(5 0 W) = S(2)(W) = S33(w) - Si1(W)
I I I2gI
= 2e*It 1i - 1 9(jwjj - IUwI) (4.9)
WjW
S2e*It 1 -(2g- 1) 1 j J
One recovers the classical shot noise expression for w = 0. Notice that, since these
results are valid only to order iF 12, there is no correction to the classical shot noise
expression for w = 0. Corrections appear at order IFr4 (see Ref. [39]). Also notice that
the non-zero w corrections to the shot noise depend on whether g is larger or smaller
then 1/2. For g > 1/2, the difference between the outgoing and incoming spectra
(the S33(w) - Si (w) above, for example) decreases with w, whereas for g < 1/2 it
increases.
4.3 Scattering Approach for g = 1/2
In this section we will use the Landauer-Buttiker Scattering approach to obtain an
exact solution for the noise when g = 1/2. In this approach, we use the quantum
equations of motion derived from the Hamiltonian to solve for the scattering states.
These scattering states describe free left movers and right movers that are incident
on the impurity and then are reflected or scattered by the impurity. The solutions
for these states can be used to calculate the conductance and the noise in the various
branches.
The advantage of focusing on g = 1/2 is that for this value of g the system can
be described by free fermions [42, 44], making it straightforward to solve for the
scattering states. However, already at g = 1/2, we expect to see singularities in
the noise at Wj = e*V/h, corresponding to quasiparticle tunneling. As the tunneling
amplitude F increases (or V decreases), we expect to obtain the dual picture at g = 2,
with electrons tunneling and a singularity at eV/h. Thus the full solution at g = 1/2
will show us what happens to the quasiparticle singularity as P is increased. The
hope is that the qualitative behavior of these results will also apply for other values
of g.
When g = 1/2, the Hamiltonian for the system is given by
H H= IR+ H ° + Fe- iwot e(tR(t( o)+eL(t 'o)) + F*eio t e-7(2R(t 'o )+±L(t 'o)) (4.10)
where HR,L are the free Hamiltonians for the right and left moving fields, and w0 =
e*V/h, with e* = e/2.
The Hamiltonian can be recast in terms of new chiral fields 0± given by 0 (t, x) =
H =- H + Ho + Fe- iwot eio- (t,o) + F*eiwot e- i0- (t,o) . (4.11)
The densities of the new fields p± = - x0¢+ are related to the densities PR,L =
Vf/2l xR,L by p±(t, x) = pR(t, x) ± pL(t, -x). Notice that the 0± fields are decoupled
in Eq.(4.11), and the Hamiltonian for 0+ is simply the free H!_. The Hamiltonian for
Scan be fermionized by defining 7(t, x) - : eiO- (t,x) . One can check that 7
defined as such satisfies the proper commutation relations {r(t, x), 7t(t, y)} = 6(x-y)
[45].
In terms of the fermionic fields q, 7t , the Hamiltonian H_ is:
H_ = dx { 17t(x) -i - wo q(x) + V 6(x) [T7(x) + F*7t(x)] }, (4.12)
where we absorbed the oscillating phases eiwot into a redefinition of the chemical
potential. The Hamiltonian above contains terms linear in the fermionic fields q and
7t, which prevent a direct calculation of the commutators that would give us the
equations of motion for the fields. This problem can be circumvented by redefining
the fermionic fields to be 4(t, x) = 2(t, x)f, with f = C + Ct and {C, Ct} = 1, as in
Ref. [44]. More formally, such a transformation can be constructed from the proper
handling of the zero modes of the bosonic fields 0 [5, 46], and one can identify f
with (-1)F, the fermion counting operator commonly used to switch from periodic
to anti-periodic boundary conditions in fermionic conformal field theories.
The Hamiltonian we will use in the exact solution of the noise spectrum for the
g = 1/2 case is the one written in terms of the 0, pt fields and f:
H_ = dx {@t (x) i - wo] O(x) + v'6J(x) [F')(x)f + F* ft (x) ), (4.13)
where the non-vanishing equal-time commutation relations between V(x), Ot (x) and
f are
{'(x), t(x')} -= 6(x - x') , {1(x), f} = 0 , {f, f}- = 2 . (4.14)
The density p- can be written in terms of the fields V and /t as p (x) =
t(x)O(x), so that all correlations between p_'s can be derived from the correla-
tions of the fermions. The fermionic model is solved using the equations of motion
obtained by commuting the operators O(x) and f with the Hamiltonian:
-iOi4t(x) = [H, ,(x)] = (i& +wo)>(x) + v/2F*f3(x), (4.15)
-iatP t (x) = [H, 't(x)] = (iax - wo)$ t (x) - v'-PFfc(x), (4.16)
and
-iatf = [H, f] = 2V/2-~7F [(0) - F*t (0)]. (4.17)
According to these equations, for x = 0, the field b satisfies the free equation of
motion for a rightmover with energy shifted by w0:
(iax + i± t + wo)O = 0. (4.18)
At x = 0, it picks up a discontinuity because of the impurity. In order to preserve uni-
tarity and obtain the proper commutation relations in the solutions of ?4, in equation
(4.17) the field 0(0) must be given by (1/2)(0(0+ ) + 0(0-)). With this definition, it
is straightforward to solve the equations of motion. The solutions are given by{ E, A,,ei(w+wo)xeiwt for x < 0
¢(x) = (4.19)
• B~ei(W+WO)"e - i *t for x > 0
and
t W E Atei(w-wo)xe-wt for x < 0 (4.20)
, Bt_,,ei(w-wo)xeit for x > 0,
where
B (1 + ei'(w))A, + (1 - eiO(w))ALt, (4.21)B2 =' (4.21)
and
ei(w) = iw + 4 1w 2  (4.22)iw - 47rFl 2
Given the commutation relation for /, the A, satisfy the following commutation
relation:
{AW1,, At} = 1,W2. (4.23)
These solutions can be interpreted as having an incident particle at energy w that
scatters into a particle with energy w and a hole with energy -w (see Fig. 4-3). Both
the particle and hole scattering involve an energy dependent phase shift.
The reservoir is located to the left of the impurity, for some x < 0. To obtain the
scattering state jII), we assume that the states leaving the reservoir are in equilibrium
Figure 4-3: A particle (plane wave) incoming from the left (x < 0) with energy w
scatters off the impurity at x = 0 into a superposition of a particle at energy w and
a hole at energy -w on the right side of the impurity (x > 0). In the case where the
incoming state is a filled Fermi sea up to the energy w0, the scattered state on the
right side of the impurity will be completely filled up to energy -wo, and partially
filled between -w 0 and wo. It is this partially filled energy range from -wo and wo
which is responsible for the non-equilibrium properties of the system.
rticle
hole
with the reservoir, which has energy w0. Thus, for x < 0, at zero temperature all the
states with w < w0 are filled. This means that
Aý IP) = 0 for w < w0 , (4.24)
and
AI (D) = 0 for w > w0 . (4.25)
Using the commutation relations for A in equation (4.23), we then find that
((IAwlA 212() = 0, (4.26)
and
((IAtA 2I) = n 16 1, 2, (4.27)
where (1 for w < w0
n, I or w <w (4.28)
0 for w > w0 .
In this chapter, we will just concentrate on the case when T = 0. However, we can
obtain the finite temperature results by replacing nw with
1
n = e(o) + (4.29)e#(w-wo) + 1
It is easy to show that these solutions reproduce the exact results for both the equi-
librium [14, 44] and non-equilibrium [24] tunneling current.
We can now use the solutions for 0 and the scattering state to solve for the noise
in both incoming and outgoing channels. Our calculations will closely follow those
by Buttiker in reference [29]. The noise is given by
S(w; x 1, X 2 ) dt e'wt( {p- (t, x), P- (0, x 2)}), (4.30)
where we take only the connected part of the correlation function, and x, and x 2 are
positive or negative depending on whether the current is evaluated in the incoming
or outgoing channel.
4.3.1 Calculation of Auto-correlations
We will begin by calculating the noise when xj = x 2. In this case, both of the currents
are evaluated on the same side of the impurity. Because of the time translational
invariance of the correlators, the expression for the noise simplifies to
S(w; x1, x 1 ) = dt (eiwt + e-"' t) (p_ (t, x1 )p-(O,x1)) .fOO (4.31)
To find the noise in the incoming channel, we must evaluate the expectation value
(p_(t,x_)p_ (0, x_)) = (#t(t,x_)b(t,x _)t(O,x_)'(0, x_)),
with x_ < 0. Using the solutions (4.19) and (4.20) for 0 and bt , we find
(4.32)
S e-i(W1 +w2)t (1A I At A _2AL 3 +A14 4D)e'(w1±2+34)-1, W (2,4,33)
(4.33)
This expectation value, and the resulting integrals for S(w; x_, x_) are evaluated in
Appendix C, with the result,
1S(W; x_, X_) = 21 W1. (4.34)
If we want to calculate the noise in one of the two original R and L incoming
branches, we must use the relations
1PR (X) = (p+ •) + p-(W)) 1and pL(W) = 2•(p+(-x) - p_(-x)).
Then the density-density correlations can be evaluated as follows:
1 1 1(PR,LPR,L) = 1((P+ ± P-)(P+ ± P-)) = 1 (P-P-) + 1 (p+p+),
(4.35)
(4.36)
(p_(t,x_)p_(0,x_)) =
where the last equality follows from the fact that p+ and p_ are decoupled. Recall
that p+ is a free field, so that the contribution to the noise from p+ is simply -1-|.
We find that the noise in each of the two incoming R and L branches is given by
11 ca
S11 (w) - S22 (w) I S(w; X_ x_)+ 2 (4.37)4 4 2-F
1
4-x'
just as we found in the perturbative calculation with v = 1/2 in Eqs. (4.4) to (4.7).
Using this scattering approach, it is clear that for these two incoming probes the noise
is the same as for a free system, because in these two channels the densities have not
yet reached the impurity.
Next, we will calculate the noise in the outgoing current. This time we must
evaluate the correlator
(p _(t,x+)p (0, x+)) = (~)t(t,x+)4(t, x+)t (0, x+)±(0, x+)), (4.38)
with x+ > 0. According to equations (4.19) and (4.20), this is equal to
(p (t, x+)p_ (0, x+)) = e-i(w+±2)t(IBtB 12 t B 4 )i(1 +2+w3W4)X+
W1,W2,W3,W4
(4.39)
When we expand the B's in terms of the A's, we will obtain two different types
of processes (see Fig. 4-4). In the first, at time 0 one particle is created while
another is destroyed, and then at time t the first particle is destroyed and another is
created. In terms of the original tunneling picture, this describes the process where
both at time t and at time 0 one quasiparticle tunnels from the left branch to the
right branch and another tunnels in the opposite direction. In the second process, at
time 0 two particles are created and then at time t they are destroyed (or vice versa).
In the original tunneling picture, this corresponds to two quasiparticles tunneling in
one direction at time 0 and two quasiparticles tunneling in the opposite direction at
time t. As shown in Appendix C, this second process is responsible for the electron
singularity at Co0 = 2w0 . In Appendix C, the expectation values in Eq.(4.39) and the
integrals for S(w; x+, x+) are evaluated. We find that the noise on the outgoing side
of the impurity is
S (w; x+, x+) = I +0(12wol -Iwl) 41 2 tan- 1 \4jwl2 +tan - ' 4PlowI
+167r 1"l4 [ln ((47r Il2)2 + (1w - lWol)2) - In ((47lr 12)2 + w2)] . (4.40)
In the limit w -+ 0, this reduces to the non-equilibrium zero frequency noise found
in reference [43] using a different approach. This agreement provides further support
for our choice of regulation of the 0(0) operator across the impurity.
To compare with our perturbative calculation for the noise in the original four
probe geometry, we again make use of equation (4.36). Thus, the noise in the two
outgoing branches is related to S(w; x+, x+) as follows:
1 1 jwjS33(w) = S44(W) = S(w; x±+,x+) + 4 (4.41)4 4 27r
4.3.2 Discussion of Auto-correlations
The first striking feature to note in equation (4.40) is that the noise due to the
tunneling vanishes identically for 1w! > 12w 0ol. This means that whenever Iwj is larger
than the electron frequency, the noise shows no sign of the impurity; it is the same
as for the incoming branch. This is also what happens for the free electron case,
with g = 1. To second order in perturbation theory, this is indeed the case for any
g, as seen in the previous section. The strength of the results presented here is that
for any value of the coupling I the noise vanishes above the electron frequency when
g = 1/2,1 and 2. (The last case, g = 2, is obtained by resorting to the strong coupling
limit of the g = 1/2 case.) It is not clear whether this will happen for the other values
of g beyond second order in perturbation theory.
Next, we can expand S(w; x+, x+) out for small and large IFI to compare with the
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Figure 4-4: The tunneling processes so (a) and s, (b). In the process so, both at
time 0 and t, a quasiparticle tunnels from the left branch to the right branch, and
another quasiparticle tunnels in the opposite direction. In the st process, at time 0
two quasiparticles tunnel from, say, the left to the right branch, and at time t the two
quasiparticles tunnel back in the opposite direction. The process st is responsible for
the singularity at the electron frequency &o = 2w0 .
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perturbative results. As IFI goes to zero, the noise becomes
1S33(w) = S44(W) = + rI 2O(l o - Iw I). (4.42)
This agrees with the perturbative result for g = 1/2. We note that the quasiparticle
singularity arises because we took the F17 -+ 0 limit of the arctangents. In addition,
because this step function is already zero for Iwjl > Iwo , the electron singularity at
Iwi = 12w 0o drops out. Thus, to this order we only have the quasiparticle singularity.
However, for any finite value of IFI the quasiparticle singularity becomes smoothed
out and the electron singularity appears. As we shall see later, though, the "smoothed
out" quasiparticle singularity is still a more distinctive feature in the plots of the full
noise than is the electron singularity.
Next, for i1[ -+ c0, the noise becomes
1 1
S33 (w) = S44(w) = IwI+ 384 •3IF4 (12wo - wI) (12wol - IwI)3+O(1/1Fj 8). (4.43)
If we make the identification that F 1 , the tunneling amplitude for g = 1/2, is related
to F2 , the tunneling amplitude for g = 2, by
1
Ir 61r2I 2, (4.44)16,72 r,
2
then this answer agrees with the perturbative result for g = 2. (To make the com-
parison, we must recall that the w0 in this equation corresponds to the Josephson
frequency for the quasiparticle, whereas the wj in the perturbative calculation Eqs.
(4.4) to (4.7) is the Josephson frequency for the electron, which is twice as large.)
In addition, the expansion in - of the scattering solution only contains powers ofjrl
S= IF 12 and at every order in |F2 2 the electron singularity at 1w I = 12w 0o I remains.
These two properties also agree with the perturbative results found in the previous
chapter.
Lastly, we can make use of the scaling properties of the noise to write S = S/2 F 2
as a function only of & = 42 and Co = •4i2 The noise is then given by
S33() S44()
= j + 0(12 I- 1) [tan-' (J0o1) + tan- 1 (I0oI - i) ]
-Ic ~ ~ _ +Co2 O(2i + ctn- II)+ [In (1 + (II o)2) - In 1 &)] . (4.45)
In Figure 4-5a, the excess noise S - c'o=o is plotted against &/&0 for different values
of Co0 . As &o becomes large, the excess noise approaches the step function in Eq.
(4.42). Recall that &o = &/(4r|FI2), so this limit is equal to the weak coupling limit
with IFi -+ 0. To see the strong coupling limit, in Fig. 4-5b we plot the excess noise
divided by &C (in order to fit in the same scale). As Co becomes small, this clearly has
the cubic behavior in Eq. (4.43). Finally, the full noise, divided by &o, is plotted in
Fig. 4-5c. The cubic singularity at & = 2&o decays too quickly to appear in the full
noise. However, for &o = 100 and &o = 10, there is clearly a "blip" in the plot of the
noise, which shows the "smoothed out" quasiparticle singularity. We note that the
width of the "smoothed out" quasiparticle singularity is -- 47I r12. This width can be
interpreted as the inverse lifetime of the quasiparticles. Thus, for non-zero values of
the tunneling amplitude, the quasiparticles appear to have a finite lifetime.
4.3.3 Calculation of Cross-correlations
For completeness, we will conclude this section by giving the result for the noise
S(w; x+, x_) between incoming and outgoing currents. By comparing this with the
perturbative calculations of the cross-correlations, we will see to what extent the
duality symmetry holds. In addition, once we have S(w; x+, x_), S(w; x+, x+) and
S(w; x_, x_), we can calculate the noise in the Hall current and the tunneling current.
The Hall current is the total current running down the sample, given by IH = jL (x) +
jR(X) = pR(x) - pL(x) and the tunneling current is the current that tunnels across
the sample, which is given by It = pR(X+) - pR(X-) = pL(X-) - PL(X+).
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Figure 4-5: Plots for the renormalized noise in one of the outgoing branches (probe 3 in
Fig. 2), S33 vs. &/&o. S33, C and &o are the renormalized noise and frequencies, using
the coupling constant as the scaling factor (533 = S33, = and &o =21rlJ2 47jj 4-7lrl 2 ,
where w0 = e*V/h). In (a) the excess noise 33x - SV3o is plotted for large values
of &o, which illustrates the weak coupling (IFI -+ 0) limit. The rescaled excess noise
(A3 - S3=O)/I o is plotted in (b). It shows the strong coupling limit (IFI --+ co) as
wo -+ 0. The full noise S 33/&Co is plotted in figure (c). For the larger values of oo,
notice that the singularity at & = 2&0O is hidden in the full noise. Meanwhile, some
reminiscent signs of the quasiparticle singularity appear near & = &o. The results for
the noise in the other outgoing branch (probe 4) are exactly the same.
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The expression for the S(w; x+, x) noise is
S(w; ;x+,x_) = dt e'w ({p_(t,x+),p_(O,x_)}),
-OO
(4.46)
where x_ <0 and x+ > 0. Again, we can expand the p (x+) and p_(x_) in terms of
the A,'s and B,'s in the solution for 0. After evaluating the expectation values and
performing the integrals over wi and t, we find
S(w;X+ ,-) =n - 21172 + I) -I w + w) + ()-WO2)]27r (|2 47r-l ( 2  + (47rI2
+ j i||sign(w) 21In (Uo + (47rj - n(4r2|2)2) ( 0 + 2+ 14l 2)2)
- In ((w - w0 )2 + (47rl F2)2)] }eiw(x+- x- ) (4.47)
We can again use equation (4.36) to obtain the expression for the cross-correlations
of the currents in the original four reservoirs. We find, for example,
1 1 |W w| x --S31(w) = -S(w; X+, aX) + -ieiwC"+-)4 4 2-+ r
S41 (W) -= S(W; X+, X-) + 1W eiw(+-X_)4 4 27r
and
(4.48)
(4.49)
The other cross-correlations, namely S32 and S42, can be calculated similarly. For
small IFI, the noise is
S31(W) =[ 47r - •1r2 (sign(IwI + wo) + sign(Iw - 0w))4
-i1|1r2 In 2 iw(x y- )2 ( WO I) (4.50)
and when IFr is large, the noise becomes
S41 (W) =-- +  i1 1 2 sign(w)47 327 2 1172
S3847r [(IUwi + w0o)3 + (IU - o)] eiw(+-). (4.51)
In the following section, we will compare these results with the perturbative calcula-
tion. We will find that for g = 1/2 they agree, but they differ for g = 2. In Section
4.4, we will also discuss this apparent breakdown of the duality transformation.
4.4 Discussion of the Duality Symmetry
As we have seen in the previous sections, we expect this system to exhibit a duality
symmetry. In this section, we will first describe this duality symmetry more fully,
and then compare the results from the perturbative and scattering calculation to see
how consistent they are with this symmetry.
For g = 1/2, the original picture of this system is a single quantum Hall droplet
with "filling fraction" v = 1/2. Quasiparticles can tunnel from one branch to the
other, and they have charge e* = ve, tunneling amplitude Fq, and Josephson frequency
wo = e*V/h. The Lagrangian describing this system can be written as
L=1 [(0te)2 - v2(ax)2 ]  -qeiWot(x)eiV(t,o) + H.c., (4.52)
with g = 1/2 and ¢= -R(x)+¢L(-X). If we use the four probe geometry to study this
system, then Eq. (4.2) gives the relation between the densities in the four probes, pi,
P2, P3, and p4, and the densities of the leftmovers and rightmovers. They are shown
in Fig. 4-6a.
Once r is increased (or V is decreased), the droplet should split into two. Each
of the two new droplets is still characterized by filling fraction v. However, now only
electrons can tunnel across the gap from one branch to the other. For g = 1/2, the
electron is made up of two quasiparticles, so the tunneling operator for the electron
should be
F e -e ) = eis 0 (t0); (4.53)
the charge is e, and the Josephson frequency is Co = 2wo. Thus, when Fq in equation
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Figure 4-6: The association of the four densities pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) to the left and right
moving branches for the dual pictures corresponding to (a) g = v and (b) g = v - 1
(compare to Figs. la and lb). Notice that p3 and p4 change chirality under duality,
and that the space coordinates (the x and , axis) should also be redefined under the
duality transformation.
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4.52 becomes large, this system can also be described by the Lagrangian density
= [(at)2 - v2(l€x)2] _ e-iotJ(x)ei\¢(t,o) + H.c., (4.54)
where = 2 and Fe is small. However, in this geometry with the two droplets, we
must be careful when we write the densities in the four probes in terms of the left-
moving and right-moving densities. According to Fig. 4-6b, this relation is given
by
pi(t) = pR (t, •) for i < 0
P2(t) = pL(tj,) for ~5 > 0
p3 (t) = pL(t, 2) for 2 < 0
p4(t) = pR(t,) for iý > 0.
(4.55)
With these identifications, S31(w) in the four probe geometry equals SLR(W; i_, i-)
in the two-droplet geometry, and similarly, S41(w) is given by SRR(w; 4, -_), where
a_ < 0 and i+ > 0. Also, we see that the Hall current in the single droplet, PR(t, x) -
pL(t, x) is dual to the tunneling current in the two droplets, pR(t, -) - pR(t, i+),
because both are equivalent to pl (t) - p4 (t).
We will first verify that the scattering and perturbative calculations agree for
g = 1/2. We have already found that when the noise is evaluated on only one side of
the junction, then both the scattering and perturbative results agree. If one probe is
in an incoming channel and the other probe is in an outgoing channel, then according
to Appendix A the perturbative result for the noise is
S3 (w; x+, x_) = eiw(x+ -X-) IWI
47r
- ij2 4sign(w) In 2 + 2r [(1 + sign (IwI - Iwo•1))] , (4.56)
where we have set g = v = 1/2 in Eq. (A.20). On comparing this with the expansion
where we have set g --- v = 1/2 in Eq. (A.20). On comparing this with the expansion
of the scattering calculation for small F in Eq. (4.50), we find that also in this case
the scattering and perturbative results agree.
Next, to check the duality transformation, we must compare the scattering calcu-
lation as F -+ oc with the perturbative calculation at g = 2. Again we found that if
both probes are in the same branch then the two calculations agree. This is rather
remarkable, because when g = 2 the system can be sensitive to short distance behav-
ior, which means that it could depend on the detailed structure of the junction and
on how it is regulated. However, here we found that the weak-coupling perturbative
calculation and the strong-coupling limit of the scattering calculation are the same,
even though they treat the junction very differently. We conclude that, at least to
the order in perturbation theory that we have calculated, the noise extracted from a
single channel is not affected by the short-distance properties of the impurity.
To complete the comparison, we need the results for the noise between the in-
coming and outgoing channels. Using Eq. (4.44) to relate the quasiparticle tunneling
amplitude to the electron tunneling amplitude, we find that the expansion for F -+ co
of the scattering calculation becomes
S 41(w; X+, X_) - (4.57)
-- IWI + - Irlw2sign(w) I e 2[(IWI + Wo) + (WI - WO) 3 ] }eiw(x + - x - ).
This must be compared with the perturbative calculation of SRR(W; 2+, 2_). To obtain
this perturbative result, we set v = 1/2, g = 2 and replace w0 by 2wo in Eq. (A.20).
Then the perturbative calculation of the noise across the junction yields
SRR(w;+),:C_) = (4.58)
{IPI- IFe 2 ((w + 2wo )3 + (Iw - 2wo )3) + 2iw2] eiw(x+-x.
We first note that this expression for the noise contains a linear divergence in the
cutoff 6. Thus this perturbative calculation is regulator dependent, which is not
surprising because the tunneling operator at g = 2 has dimension 2 and should be an
irrelevant operator. In spite of this, both calculations do agree to order w (which is
all that the derivations of the duality transformation in reference [25] would predict);
it is only the higher order terms in w that disagree. This suggests that we are on
the right track with the perturbative calculation, but we just need to add in the
appropriate counter terms.
To see which counter term we should add, we begin by recalling that we used
the most relevant tunneling operator to describe the system. However, for g = 2 the
operators (pL) 2 + (PR)2 and PLPR are just as relevant as the tunneling operator, so we
must consider their effects also. In fact, (pR(0) - pL(0)) 2 also encourages tunneling
because it tries to equalize the density of right movers and left movers. Another way
to look at it is that we cannot have quasiparticles tunneling between the droplets,
but density fluctuations on one side may affect the other side.
In Appendix B, we found that when the interaction
Lfint = 7 (pa(t, 0) - pL(t, 0))2 6(X) (4.59)
is included in the Lagrangian, it gives the following contribution to the noise
SRR
SP (x, x 2) = (4.60)
0(-XiX 2){ W 26sign(wx) - [I• - 2i"6(O)"w2sign(wxl)] }eiw(X•-X2).
First, we note that the density-density coupling does not affect the noise evaluated
on only one side of the impurity (i.e. when X1X2 > 0.) According to equations (4.4)
to (4.7), (4.43), and (4.44), this is necessary for the scattering and the perturbative
calculations to agree. It is reasonable that the noise evaluated on only one side of the
junction should be less affected by the counter terms and the regulator than the noise
between probes on either side of the junction, because even though in both cases all
the measurements are done far from the junction, in the second case the information
must travel from one side of the junction to the other.
Second, we note that when x1x 2 < 0, equation (4.60) contains the linear term in y,
which also appears in the scattering calculation, but not in the original perturbative
calculation. We find that the only density-density interaction that gives the same
linear term as in the scattering result for all of the cross-correlations is the one given
in equation (4.59), with ' = 1/(4F]). When we add the density-density term with
this choice for -y to the original perturbative calculation, we obtain
SRR(W;, ) {IWI + Ir W2- 2IFe12 [(IWI +wo) 3 + (Iwi - wo) 3]
p~ert(W, X+, X _) 41 2 p + rl2sign w) - 3ie20303
+ 2ijL'e22 2sign(w) (r "6(0)" - eiw(x+-x_). (4.61)
Thus, (except for the divergent part), this perturbative result agrees with the scat-
tering result.
To cancel the divergent part, we must regulate the delta-function properly and
adjust the counterterm accordingly. Then the two results will agree in the limit as x+
and x_ -+ ±oo. Another approach, which may be more appropriate, is to "smooth
out" the density-density interaction. This is accomplished by replacing the interaction
in equation (4.59) by the following expression
Lint = 7 (PR (t, 0) - pL(t, 0))2 fe (X), (4.62)
where f,(x) -+ 6(x) as E -+ 0. This new interaction does not change the finite part
of Eq. (4.61), and the function f can be chosen so that the divergence cancels.
As a result, even though the duality symmetry is not exactly obeyed for the cross-
correlations, it is possible to add in counter terms to bring the strong-coupling limit
of one picture into agreement with the weak-coupling limit of the dual picture.
To summarize, to the order in IF we have calculated, the action for g = 1/2 is dual
to the renormalized action for g = 2, given by
= 1 [(t)2 - v2( 2 )2] _ Fee-i2wot J(x)ev2(t,O) + H.c.
+08-7
+ 47r2FeJ(X) (PR(t, 0) - pL(t, 0))2; (4.63)
and if we only want to calculate the noise in one particular channel, then it is not
necessary to include the pp interaction to obtain the dual picture. As explained
above, this action can be interpreted as containing two different terms that induce or
encourage tunneling. We can also use the relation
1
PR(O) - p L(O) = 22 (0) (4.64)
to write the action as
1 = 8 ( )2r
- 
[ _f2(-x)2 eei2wot- (x)eV(t,o) + H.c., (4.65)
where ij2 = v 2 + 4rr6(x)F] is the "renormalized" velocity. In this case, the velocity
remains the same everywhere but right at the junction. If, instead, we use Eq. (4.62)
for the density interaction, then the velocity is renormalized in a region around the
junction.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we studied the four terminal tunneling noise spectrum for chiral Lut-
tinger liquids characterized by an exponent g. Perturbative results are obtained for
arbitrary g. Perturbative calculations for quasiparticle tunneling reveal a singularity
at the quasiparticle Josephson frequency veV/h, while perturbative calculations for
electron tunneling only produce a singularity at the electron Josephson frequency
eV/h. This appears to be inconsistent with the duality picture that quasiparticle
and electron tunneling describe the same tunneling junction in two different limits.
To understand how the quasiparticle tunneling picture can smoothly connect to the
electron tunneling picture, we calculated the exact noise spectrum for g = 1/2 (or
g = 2 due to duality). We find that the singularity at the quasiparticle Josephson
frequency ½eV/h is smeared for finite tunneling and is not a true singularity, while
the singularity at the electron Josephson frequency eV/h survives in the exact result.
Thus, for all non-zero values of F, the electron singularity coexists with a smoothed
out quasiparticle singularity, and only in the limit of the quasiparticle tunneling go-
ing to zero is there a "transition" where the quasiparticle singularity appears. An
interpretation of this is that at finite tunneling the quasiparticles can acquire a finite
lifetime, so there is no sharp quasiparticle singularity. This is consistent with the
calculations of the Hall current, which is no longer at its quantized value once the
quasiparticles can tunnel. In light of our perturbative calculations, we expect that
this qualitative picture will also apply for other values of g < 1/2. It would be in-
teresting to check this picture by direct calculation for some g < 1/2. It does not
appear that the thermal Bethe ansatz techniques of reference [24] will be applicable
because they do not give information about the excited states. However, it might be
possible to use a leading-log calculation, perhaps along the lines of reference [22], to
solve for values around g = 1/2.
From the exact result we also find that the noise spectrum of the current cor-
relations on a single branch (auto-correlations) satisfies the duality relation, while
current correlations between distinct branches (cross-correlations) do not satisfy the
naive duality relation.
Chapter 5
Open questions
Although we have learned much on the problem of tunneling in Luttinger liquids,
most notably on noise in these strongly correlated states, there are (as usual) many
open questions. Here I will list some of the interesting problems that are left open in
the study of noise and transport in chiral Luttinger liquids.
First, there is the question on whether one can treat the problem exactly for other
values of g. For transport and the DC noise (w = 0) that is the case, as shown in Refs.
[23, 24, 40]. However, the thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz does not gives information
on excited states, or put differently, on dynamical correlation functions. That means
that one would not be able to obtain the noise spectrum at finite frequencies using
those techniques.
In the g = 1/2 case, we could solve for the correlation functions because we could
redefine the problem in terms of free chiral fermions with a boundary interaction. The
other solvable case is g = 1, which corresponds to free fermions to begin with. From
the strong-weak coupling duality g ++ g-', we can obtain the g = 2 case as the dual
of the g = 1/2 one. We thus have three points for which we can obtain dynamical
correlation functions, and consequently the noise spectrum at finite frequencies.
It is hard to resist trying to make a connection to integrable random matrix mod-
els, which have three exactly solvable points characterized by /3 = 1, 2, 4 corresponding
respectively to the orthogonal, unitary and simpletic ensembles. The association of
/3 and 2g can be more than a coincidence. This connection may be the deeper rea-
son for the exactly solvability for the g's treated in this thesis. If this speculation is
correct, there is hope in trying to solve for the noise spectrum for the case g = p/q,
p, q integers. The noise spectrum depends on the two-point correlations of density
operators, and these correlations have been calculated in the 1/r 2 interaction models
for rational f.
Second, it would be extremely important to obtain results for multiple impurity
scatterers. The motivation here is to gain a better understanding on the effects
of weaker or stronger disorder in the tunneling current. So far, there is only one
experiment that has observed the characteristic nonlinear dependence of the tunneling
conductance on temperature [18]. The hope is that by learning the effects of impurities
will help the design of further experimental tests.
Third, one should observe quantum interference between edge modes by consider-
ing two point contacts separated by a distance d. One can think of the region between
the two point contacts as a Fabri-Perot interferometer. The distance d sets the time
scale T = d/v, where v is the edge velocity. Oscillations in the conductance should
occur at source-drain voltages V such that WJ = e*V/h = 27rn/T. The amplitude
of the oscillations should have a nonlinear dependence on V, which is yet another
manifestation of Luttinger liquid behavior [47].
Fourth, experiments probing quantum dots or artificial atoms usually focus on
interaction effects inside the dots. The "leads' are usually thought to be Fermi liquids
that serve the purpose of particle reservoirs for the dots. At high magnetic fields the
"leads" form FQH states, and the reservoirs will be the edges of the FQH liquids,
which are chiral Luttinger liquids. There will then be correlation effects that arise
not from the dots but from the leads. An important issue is how to separate the two
effects, so as to be able to study quantum dots at high magnetic field [48].
These are only a few of the many interesting directions that are ahead of us in the
study of the strongly correlated chiral Luttinger liquids. The ideas and techniques
developed in the course of the work presented in this thesis, hopefully, will be useful
in addressing some of these questions.
Appendix A
Perturbative Calculation
In order to obtain the noise spectrum of density-density correlations on given leads,
we start by writing the correlations between density operators as follows:
(Pa(t, X1)Pb(O, X2)) , (A.1)
where a, b take the values +1 for R moving branches and -1 for L moving ones. Such
compressed notation makes it simpler to identify incoming and outgoing branches in
a unified way for both left and right movers: pa(t, x1 ), for example, is the density in
an incoming or outgoing branch if ax1 < 0 or ax, > 0, respectively.
The densities are related to the fields R,L through PR,L =- -2'OxR,L, so that we
can write
(Pa(t, X1)Pb (t',2) (2)) 2 a1 o9a2(¢a(t, x1)b(t',x 2)) , (A.2)
where it is convenient to use
d d(a(t, x1)b(t' x 2)) dA (ei•Alla(t,xi) eiA2b(t2)) A1,A2=0 . (A.3)(¢at, l)¢~t'x2) = A1dA2
The last correlation function is easy to calculate perturbatively using
(Tc(eiA10¢ (tx1) e-iA20b(t',2))) = (01 Te(S(-oo, -oo) ei'A1' a(tx1) e - iA20b(t' 'X2)) 10) , (A.4)
to p l p
bottom
Figure A-1: An insertion of an operator e+iqk(t) corresponds to the insertion of a
charge + on the contour at time t. Similarly, an insertion of an operator e- iqo(t)
corresponds to an insertion of a charge - at time t. The time t is ordered along
the contour shown, and there is a distinction between charges placed on the top and
bottom branches. In the illustration, we consider the particular case when the -
charge is inserted on the top contour, and the + charge is inserted on the bottom
contour.
where 10) is the unperturbed ground state, and T, is the ordering along the Keldysh
contour (Fig. A-1). The scattering operator S(-oo, -oo) takes the initial state,
evolves it from t = -oo to t = oc and back to t = -oo. The use of the Keldysh
contour is necessary in the treatment of non- equilibrium problems, such as the one
we have in hand. A more detailed description of the method in the context treated
here can be found in Chapter 3.
In order to proceed we expand S(-oo, -oo) to second order in perturbation theory.
In terms of the Coulomb gas of Chapter 3, we have an insertion of two charges of
opposite sign:
Te (eiA•la(t,wX) e-iA20b(t',X2)) )i•12 = (A.5)
(ir) (if*) j dt+ f dt- eiwot+ e-iwat
(01 T ( eiq0(t+,0) -iq0(t-,0) BiAj0'(t'wi) 6-iA20b ,X23) 0
where q = J, and q without subscript stands for the sum qR + qL. The expression
above is simplified using
(01T•( I eq¢t,•)O -Ei>j qiqj(OIT.,((b(ti,xi)•b(tj,xj))1O0( .6
( J eiqj4(tj xj)) 0) = e (A.6)
j
Substituting it into Eq. (A.3) we obtain
(T(ea (t, Xl)¢Ib(t', x2))) jr12 = (A.7)
Irj2 i dt+ i dt_e2 (O!To O+,o M-,o))jeiwo(t+-t-)
x {q2[(OTc((t+, 0)Oa(t, X1))10) - (0ITe(€(t-_, 0)Oa(t, x1))10)]
x [(0jTT((t+, 0)b(t', X2))jO) - (0jTe(0(t_-, 0)qb(t', X2)) 10)]
+ (OITc(Oa(t, xl)¢b(t',x 2))10)}.
The last term in the expression above, the one proportional to the correlation function
(OITc(Oa(t, x1)b (t', X2)) 10), vanishes. The reason why this happens is very simple: the
factor in front of it is the term of order IP12 in the expansion of Z = (0jS(-oo, -oo)10);
since Z - 1, the correction at any order in r must vanish.
In order to carry out the calculations, we introduce notation that keeps track of
the position of the two inserted charges along the contour, i.e., whether they are in
the forward (or top) branch, or in the return (or bottom) branch (see Fig. A-1).
The position of the charges is important for the computation of the contour-ordered
correlation function, given by (01Tc(OR,L(tl, xl)q$R,L(t2, X2)) 10)
- ln(6 + i sign(ti - t2 )[(th - t 2) 1 (Xl - X2)], t1 and t2 in the top branch
- ln(5 - i sign(ti - t2 )[(tl - t 2) 1 (Xl - X2)], t1 and t2 in the bottom branch
- ln(5 - i[(ti - t2 ) j (X1 - X2)]), t1 in the top, t2 in the bottom
- ln(65 + i[(ti - t 2) T (X1 - X2)]), t1 in the bottom, t 2 in the top.
The compact notation consists of giving indices to the times which contain the infor-
mation about which branch of the Keldysh contour they are on, so that t' is on the
top branch for M = +1, and on the bottom for / = -1. In this way, we can compress
the correlations to a compact form:
ab t1 t21 2) = Ga (t, - t2 , 1  2) = (0jTc(Oa(t0, X)Ob(t", 2 ))j0)
= - 6a,b In(6 + i K,1(tl - t2)[(tl - t2) - a($1 - X2)]) , (A.8)
K,,(t) = O(pu) sign(vt) + O(-Iu) sign(u) .
Again, we have used a, b = +1 for R and L fields, respectively.
Eq. (A.7) can be written, using this compressed notation, as
The correlation in
(A.10)(Tc(Oa(t 1)O t'b , X2))jF 2  --
F2 q2 E sign (/V) dr+ _7 dt- ei0°(t+-t-) PLv(t+1700 - - t_)
where P, (t+ -
x [Gaa (t - t+, xi) - Ga(t - t, x)]
x [Gbb(t' - t+±, 2) - Gbb t 7, 2)]
t) [G (t+-t,0)+G, (t+-t_,O)], or explicitly:
P±±(W (6 ) itI)2 ' P± (t) = ( it) 2g" (A.12)
The factor sign(puv) simply keeps track of the sign coming from the integration of the
times t± along the contour. Notice that the times t and t' are taken to be on the top
branch.
Now, let
Fab(w; X1, x2) = dt eiwt (Tc(pa(tX 1) Pb (0, x2))) F12
0-O
(A.13)
= -- ("O 2XX2 dt et (Tc(Oa(t, x 1 )Ob(O, x2)))2r2
(2which can be easily shown, using Eq. (A.11), to yield
which can be easily shown, using Eq. (A.11), to yield
2
= 2 q sign (pv)
x (2 o)2 ( b/,v
X[/(W0) (ga, (W, Xl)gbb (-W7o X2)
(A.14)
+ (, x1)g9 (-W, X2))
_p - g 2)g, x
_p'v(Wo + 9aa (W, X, bb 21
-- I~(CO C) +AzCO l)g+v•,-w7O X2)
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where
(A.9)
(A.11)
Fab(W; X1, X2)
- vv --
. .
In this equation, g is given by g"(w,) x) = ~G(w, x) and can be obtained from
Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9):
g, (w, x) = 6a,b X
7ria eiwax (sign(w) + sign(ax))
7ria eiwax (sign(w) - sign(ax))
-21ria eiwax 0(-w)
27ria eiax 9(w))
,/• = +1,u = +1
, p = -1, u = -1
, / = +1,u = -1
,I p= -1, l = +1
The spectrum to second order can be obtained from Fab(W, 1, x 2 ) as follows:
S Wab X x, x 2) = S2)(-w; x 2 , x1) = dt eiwt({pa(t, x1 ),pb(O, x2)})rl2
= Fab(; X1, X2) +Fb(-W;X 1 X2) (O= Fab( ;1, ) + Fab(- x, ) . (A.15)
The only ingredients remaining to be calculated are the P(w)'s, which are given
by:
P++(w)
P(w)
P±,(w)
W ew"p
= t(-w) = j dp(j÷ijpj)2 g
fM eiWP
= (-w) oo dp(j _ ipl)2g
oo eiwP
= cm(-w) = ( dp i)."
(A.16)
The t, b, c± are the same as in Chapter 3. One can easily check that t(w) + b(w) =
c+(w) + c_(w), and that the c± are given by
c~(w) = d p ) -  -=(2 w2g-1 -jW6 0(+W)f 00 (J6 F ip)2g r(2g) (A.17)
Now, we have the tools we need in order to obtain all correlations. In particular,
correlations within the same branch and taken at the same point, i.e., a = b and
X = x2 , can be shown to yield:
47rVg 2-1SW(w; x1, x1) - F(2g) I 1 - 0(o- Iv). (A.18)
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The zero order term in F is trivially obtained from the unperturbed density-density
correlation functions:
S• (w;xX, x2) = ( -w; x2, x1) =f dt e'wt(O0 I{pa(t,x0),pb(O, x 2)} 0)
= jIw 6a,b eiwa(X1-2) , (A.19)2,7r
so that, in particular, SI (w; x 1, xi) = 1Ww.
Combining the zeroth and second order results, we obtain the results used in
section 4.2 for the noise in incoming (ax, < 0) and outgoing (ax, > 0) branches,
namely:
S(w) = J wI, incoming branches
2u wI + •r FI2 0lwI IWo2g-1 0(Wo -_w ), outgoing branches
It is straightforward to show that the noise in the incoming branch remains equal to
2 wj to all orders in perturbation theory.
Next, we will obtain correlations between densities of an incoming and an outgoing
branch (the cross-correlations). Without loss of generatity, we will focus on the
correlations between two R branches (a = 1), one outgoing (xi > 0), and another
incoming (x2 < 0). The results for other combinations of branches are trivially
obtained from the case we consider. We have, again, all the tools at hand, namely
Eqs. (A.14) and (A.15), as well as our expressions for g' (w, x) and P,(w). We find
S"R(w;x > 0, X2 < 0) = dt eiwt({pR(t, xl > 0),pn(0, x2 <0)})rl2 (A.20)
= eiw(x1-X2) jFr 2gVsign(w)Hg(w)2 1
(2g) [(wl + IwoI)2g-1 + Iw 1 2g- - 1sign( w- wo)] }
where the function Hg(w) is defined as
Hg(w) = 2[t(wo) - b(wo)] - [t(wo - w) - b(wo - w)] - [t(wo + w) - b(wo + w)]
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00°  [ 1 1 ](.1
= 8 dt cos(wot) sin2(wt/2) 1 ÷ it - .2 (A.21)(6 + it) 2g (2
w
2 
_
2
One can show particularly that H112(w) = -4i In(j I), Hi(w) = 0, and H 2 (w) =
4iww2
4i-w2 -+ o0 as 6 -* 0.
36
The zero order contribution to the cross-correlations can be read directly from
Eq.(A.19): SR(w; Xi > 0, X2 <0) = 'IwI eiw(z - x2)
•RR(W Xl >0, x2< 2__r
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Appendix B
Perturbative Calculation for the
Density-density Coupling
Here we consider the neutral coupling Lint = 7(pR(t, 0)- pL(t, 0))2, and show that it
contributes to the correlations between incoming and outgoing branches, although it
does not contribute to correlations between two incoming or two outgoing ones. The
calculations are simpler than the ones in Appendix A. We will demonstrate the point
by calculating the correlation (Tc(PR(t, x1)pR(0, x2 ))) to first and second order in 7.
Other correlations can be calculated in a very similar way.
As in Appendix A, contour integrals are simplified by keeping track of insertions
in the top and bottom branches with indices p, v = ±1. It is useful to define
hab (t 1, X1;t 2, 2 ) - t 2, X1 - 2 ) = (01Tc(Pa(tll , x1)pb(t, x2)) 0)
72)- 2 xiOx2 (0OTc(0a(tPX1)Ob(tvX2))10) (B.1)
( &o91&0xG ab (t, - t2,X - X)(2-F) 2 X1 X2 G2 2
(B.2)
where a and b, as in Appendix A, take the values +1 for R moving branches and -1
for L moving ones. It follows from the calculations of Appendix A that (ab,)
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v 2 ~b g(w, ), which gives(2)0G" (w, x) =- x -'bw, x), which gives
(27r)2uv x lz 2,r2 I
2x wS27rlwl
ab X) 2 1ab lhLV  (27r) 2  X 2wrw
S27rlwl
0(awx) e"wax - 2ri6(x),
9(-awx) e"wa + 27ri(x),
0(-w) eiwax,
O(w) eiwax,
m = +1, v = +1
A1= -1,1) = -1
/L = +1,2' = -1
i = -1, v = +1
The perturbative results can be easily written in terms of these h's.
Notice that the only term in the interaction p2 = p2 - 2 PRPL + p2 that contributes
to (TeC(pR(t, x1)pR(0, x2 ))) to order 7 is the p2 term. The first order in 7 correction
to the correlation function can be written as
( Tc (PR(t, xl)pR(O, x2)))y
= i•f dt1 (01 To(pR(t, x1)pR(O, x2)PR(tl, 0)pR(tl, 0)) 10)C
= 2iyfdt, (01 Tc(pR(t, xl)pP(tl,0)) 10) x (01 Tc(pR(O, x2)pR(t l, 0)) 10)(B.3)
The Fourier transform Fr') (w; x 1 , x 2 ) of the expression in Eq.(B.3) is simply
FL (w"(RR (W x1 , X2) = 2i7 ' sgn(/t) h++ (w, xj)h-++ (-w,+ + ( X2) (B.4)
and thus to first order in y the cross-correlation spectrum is given by
5 (1)w; x1, x2) = "S((-w; x 2 , x1) = dt eiwt({pR(t, xl), PRA(O, X2)}),
_ 
(iW; X2
..,R ., )+F*(-U); X1, X2)i- Y 0(-XX) W2 sign(wx) e W(Xl-X2).
(B.5)
Turning now to second order in the perturbation expansion, both the p2 and the
PRPL terms in the interaction p2 = p2 - 2pp + p2 can contribute to the order ' 2
correction to (Tc(pR(t, xl)pR(0, x 2 ))). Consider the -yp2 coupling, so that to second
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order we have
( Tc (PR(t, xl)pR(O, x2)))(^p2)2
= (iy)2  dt dt 2(Oj Te(PR(t, x1)pR(O, x2)pR(tl1,0)pR(tl,0)pR(t2,0)pR(t2,0)) 10)
S 8  2 fdt, dt 2 (01 T(pR(t, x1)pR(t1, 0)) 10)
x(01 Tc(pR(0, x2)pR(t2, 0)) 10)
x (01 Tc(PR(tI, O)pR(t2, 0)) 10) . (B.6)
The effect of the y72pRPL coupling can be calculated likewise. The Fourier transform
of these two contributions combined give
F (w; x, X2) = -4y 2  sign (JV) h(w, x1)h+ (-W, X2) [+t(w, 0) + (w, 0)]
1'L
(B.7)
so that the cross-correlation spectrum to second order is
S( 2)  S'" , -(2) , 00•
SRR(w; x, X2) = SRR(-w;X 2, X) = dt et(PR(tX)PR R (07,x2) })y2 (B.8)
.•(2, .(2)*,_W
= F (w;x 1, x 2) + 1 R -w;x 1, x2)
- 2 3 0(-xx 2 ) e iw(X-X2) 3 [ - 2i "6(0)" W2 sign(wx 1)]
where "6(0)" is a regulation dependent divergent term.
Notice that, both to first and second order in 7y, the correlations on the same
side of the junction, i.e., X1X2 > 0, do not feel the density-density coupling, whereas
correlations across the junction (x 1x 2 < 0) do feel the coupling. More generally, when
one considers all possible correlations involving R and L branches, only those which
contain an incoming and an outgoing branch will have a non-zero correction due to
the density-density coupling. Correlations between two incoming or two outgoing
branches will be zero.
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Appendix C
Scattering Calculation
In this appendix, we evaluate the expectation values and integrals used for calculating
the noise in section 4.3. The methods of calculation are very similar to those in [29]
First, we will evaluate the noise in the incoming reservoir, which is given by
S(w; x_, x ) = d (eiWe + e-'t) (p _(t, x_)p(O,x )).
-oo
(C.1)
The expectation value we must calculate is given by
(p.(t X-)p...(0, x_ = (01p(t, x..4?(t, x..)44ý(0, x.)4'(0, X)), (C.2)
with x_ <0. Using the solutions in Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) for b and Ot, we find
(p_(t, x)p_ (0, x_)) = E e-i(wI+w2)t((bA,, 1 AAJ2ALA, 4 414)ei(wl+W2+W3a+w4)X-
W1, W2,W3 ,W4 (C.3)
The connected part of (A,,A W2A t 3,, A, 4) has At,, paired with A 4 and A 2 paired
with AtW3 and is given by
(C.4)
Evaluating these correlations using equations (4.23) and (4.27), we find that the
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(4jAtA _ 2A! -3A14 I P)con = (41 At w,@ AW4 I 4b)(4) AI2At W3 1b).
current-current correlation reduces to
(C.5)(p (t, x )p_ (0, x_)) = 1 e-i(w+w2)tn_. (1 - 2)
W1 ,W2
Substituting this expression back into equation (4.31) for the noise, and performing
the integrals over t and wl, we obtain
S(w; x_, x_)(w) = n dw2J- ca; n• 2 _ (1 - n• 2 +-oo 2x dw2 -2 n .2)27r
At zero temperature, the integrands are given by
n2 -n2 1 for+w > 0 andw 0o <w2 w0 Wn F(10 otherwise.- n) =
0 otherwise.
Performing the integral, we obtain the desired result:
1S(W;x_,x_)(w) = -1 W.
2,7r
Next, we will calculate the noise in the outgoing current, which is given by
S(w; x X)= J dt (eiwt
S(wa; x+, x+) = di eims
+ e-iwt) (p (t, x+)p_(0, x+)),
where x+ > 0. This time we must evaluate the expectation value
(p_(t,x+)p_(O,x+)) = (01(t,x+)O(t, x+)Ot(0,x+)(0, X+)),
According to equations (4.19) and (4.20), this is equal to
(p_(t, x+)p_(O, x+)) = E e-i(wI+W2)t 1(D IB w B2B1f BW4 1) ei (W +W2+W3+W4)X+
W 1,W2,W3,W4
(C.11)
Because the scattering states are defined in terms of the operator A, we will use
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(C.6)
(C.7)
(C.8)
(C.9)
(C.10)
equation (4.21) to rewrite all the B's in terms of the A's, with the result
(Bt,,lBW2BW 3BW 4 - SO + St. (C.12)
In this equation, so describes events where at both time 0 and at time t one particle
is destroyed and another is created. The second term, st, describes events where at
one time two particles are created, and at the other time two are destroyed. All the
other terms in the correlation function of the four B's will vanish. so and st are given
by
1[
so= c ,,c4 (A ,,Aw2 A LW3 Aw4)
+ cWc, 2dc 3d~4 (AL 1 AW2 Aw3ALW4)
+ dol dd,2 c. c, 4 (A t A t__A3 4)
+ dL dW2d 3dW4 (A At-L2 A 3At W 4 )] , (C.13)
and
1-[- A _• A _t 4
st - I 1C CscdW4(A A) AW3 AL t 4)16
+ cW•1 d, 2d. 3c 4 (A_,A ALA 2 AW3 A 4)I.  (C.14)
In these equations, c. and d, are given by
c, = 1 + eio(w) and d, = 1 - eio(w), (C.15)
with O(w) defined in Eq. (4.22). The correlations of the four A's can be evaluated
using Eqs. (4.23) and (4.27). If we interchange w, with w2 in the second two lines of
so, and perform the sums over W3 and w4 , we obtain
E, so ei(w1+w2+W3+w4)z+ = 1 C[ C 2CC 2 - C1C22 d1 d1 2d3,
4  
2 C C 2  d 2 d1
-d d2 cW1 cW +d1 d• 2d, d_, .
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x n_, (1 - n,,).
In this equation, the expression containing the number operators is the same as for
the noise in the incoming current, so we will obtain the same limits of integration
as in equation (C.7). Next, we can expand out the c,'s and d,'s in terms of w and
substitute this back into equation (4.31) for the noise. After performing the integrals
over t and wl, we find that the contribution to the noise due to so, has the form
/wo±w dw2  ((4FI2)2 - W2(2 W)) 2
So"w;x+,x+) = Io 2W ((w2  w) 2 + (4rlF12)2) (w2 + (4rIF 2)2) O(±w), (C.17)
where we sum over the two different signs in front of w. Upon performing the w2
integral, we obtain
P1w wo [tani1 (IwI1o+ Wo
S27 - 2 t 4 IF 2  4w!]?! 2
- 8w- [2 ln (W2 + (47r 2 - (In + 2 + (4+ r l2 2
- In ((w - wo) 2 + (4rlFI 2)2)]. (C.18)
Next, we will calculate the contribution to the noise due to st. The two expectation
values we must evaluate are (A. 1AW2AL 3 A_ 4) and (A__AL 2 A 3 A 4). In both
cases, either w, is paired with w3 and w2 is paired with w4 , or w1 is paired with w4
and w2 with w3 . Thus we have
(AwAl 2AW2 AL_ 4) - (1 - n))(1 - n-) 62,_423 - 6 W 1,-W3 6W2,-W4), (C.19)
and
(AiLAlIA 2A 134) = n-ln- 2(-~ l,4 6-W2,W3 - ,W3 -W2 •,W4). (C.20)
Substituting these expressions into the equation for st and performing the integrals
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(C-16)
over w3 and w4, we obtain
1
E st ei(wl +w2+ws+w4)x+ -
W3, 4 16 [dl dW1 cW2 c-W2 - dl1 C-. 1 cW dc. 2]
x [(1 - nrx)(1 - n. 2)+ n-, 1 n-, 2]. (C.21)
When we expand the c's and d's in terms of w and perform the integral over t, we
find that the contribution to the noise due to st is given by
dw, dw2  (41rlr 2)2(w2 - wlw2)St(w;x,)= f 2 2f (w2 + (4F 2 2)( + (4F 2 227r -x• (4-xjrj2)2)(W2 + (4,xlr12)2 )
x×(wl + w2 ± )[(1 - nw,)(1 - n,2) + n-,-ln- 12], (C.22)
where again it is understood that we sum the two integrands with the different sign
in front of w. After the integration over w, is performed, the expression in square
brackets becomes
1
(1 - n-_ 2:)(1 - nL2) + n 2 ±,•n-, 2 =
0
wo < 2 < Tw- w0 and Tw - 2wo > 0
-wo < w2 < Fw + wo and :tw + 2wo > 0
otherwise.
(C.23)
We note that this time the limits of integration determined by the factors of n impose
cutoffs at w = ±2wo. These are the origins of the singularities at w = 2w0 , which, as
we shall see shortly, persist for all Irl # 0. After equation (C.23) is substituted into
the equation for St(w; x+, x+), the noise becomes
St(w; x+, x+) =
E O(aw + b2wo)
a,b=- 1
(C.24)/bWo-aw dw2  (4rl 12)2 (w2 + w2(w2 + aw))
-bwo 27 ((w2 aw) 2+ (4xlf 2)2) (W + (4 1F2)2)
The integration over w2 yields
St(w;x+,x+) = Z 0(aw + b2wo) 2IFL2 1 ( (a1  + _wo)]
ta2ab=+l 24+F2I) + 42w lrF2
+87r JrL I in ((47r Ii r 2)2 + W)- In ((47rlrP12)2 + (aw + bWO)2)] V (C.25)
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We note that this contribution to the noise has the step function which provides a
"sharp" singularity at IwI = 12wol, for any non-zero value of IFI. This is the electron
singularity. However, for IFI -4 0, the arctangents provide a singularity at IwI = Iwo 1,
which is the quasiparticle singularity.
When we add the two contributions to the noise together, we find that the noise
on the outgoing side of the impurity is
SG;x+  L+021wo [ w)4r tan-i + tan- -II~
27r w){11 (47roI) 47wIP1 2
+ 167r 1r [In ((47|l12)2 + (1Iw- _IoI)2) - In ((47rl 12)2 + W)] (C.26)
Finally, the noise between the currents on either side of the impurity can be
calculated similarly, so we will omit the details here.
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